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ABSTRACT
A new approach for lattice strain determination is proposed for analysis of three dimensional
x-ray diffraction (3DXRD) data. Our objective is to establish a correspondence between
lattice strain and change of diffraction spot position in ω (ω is the rotation angle about the
loading axis for 3DXRD experiment), using far-field configuration. The final goal is to apply
the same concept to extract subgrain level strain from near-field data (near-field has less
resolution in 2θ. θ is the scattering angle for diffraction). The method is developed using
the far-field 3DXRD data obtained from an in-situ experiment of a Ti-7Al alloy sample.
The experiment is conducted at beamline- 1 ID of the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne
National Laboratory. A high-resolution monochromator is used to get high strain resolution.
The specimen is subjected to combined bending and uniaxial tensile loads up to yield at
highest local stress points. Far-field images are collected in two ways- (a) at each 0.5o rotation
about the loading axis from −180o to 180o (coarse scan),(b) at each 0.05o rotation about
the loading axis from −180o to 0o (fine scan). A near-field data collection is carried out
simultaneously. A study of the stress gradient developed in the Ti-7Al sample is performed
using lattice strain determination algorithm taking care of the grain precession. A map of
grain orientation in the cross-section of the sample is determined through use of the near-field
technique. A state of bending with superposed tension is revealed through correlation of the
near-field grain map with the far-field strain and center of mass (COM) result. Lattice strain
induced changes of ω are found for all scattering vectors of individual grains. It is plotted
against the final ω positions of the scattering vectors. Such plots are generated for every
individual grain indexed by GrainSpotter. The theoretically determined values of change
of ω (∆ωmodel) follow a sinusoidal pattern when plotted against the final ω positions (the
effect of grain precession on lattice strain is taken care of in the theoretical calculations).
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The experimentally found values of change of ω (∆ωmeas or ∆ωlog) may or may not show
the similar coorespondence depending on the lattice orientation and lattice strain. The
magnitude of the ∆ωmodel is found to be lower than the magnitude of the ∆ωmeas or ∆ωlog.
The fine scan proves to be more informative than the coarse scan for study of shift of ω
position of a diffraction spot with change of load.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Three dimensional x-ray diffraction (3DXRD)
1.1.1 Background
3DXRD is a process of high energy x-ray diffraction, for in-situ characterization of bulk
polycrystalline materials at grain and subgrain levels [1]. This process is non-destructive.
The important parameters derived from the 3DXRD data are crystallographic orientation,
average elastic strain, center of mass (COM) and lattice parameters of each grain. A dy-
namic change of microstructural properties with application of thermo-mechanical load can
be captured using 3DXRD. 3DXRD helps us explore micron-level features in a material,
so it can be aptly referred as a type of microscopy. Thus often, another term high energy
diffraction microscopy (HEDM) is utilized in place of 3DXRD.
3DXRD microscope was first established at European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF),
Grenoble France [1]. 3DXRD experiments are performed at Beamline 1-ID of Advanced
Photon Source (APS), Argonne National Laboratory. Experiments for the present study are
carried out at the latter facility.
Conventional surface strain measurements (e.g. Digital Image Correlation) may miss out
important details from the 3D volume of material. A main reason is due to the fact that,
the biaxial stress state on the surface of the specimen is different from the triaxial stress
state in the bulk [2] . The free surface gives rise to stress relaxation and hence study of dy-
namic change in grain-level characteristics are irrelevent in this case [3].Scannning Electron
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Microscopy (SEM) ,Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) and Electron Back scatter
Diffraction (EBSD) are recent methods for grain size and orientation determination in a
polycrystalline sample. They require a series of steps for sample preparation. So, they are
genrally destructive techniques and initial preparation time is long. Their use is mostly
limited to ex-situ measurements, though SEM and TEM can be performed in-situ. 3DXRD
overcomes these limitations.
1.1.2 Benefits of hard x-rays
Figure 1.1: Dependence of x-ray transmission thickness on atomic number, this figure is
generated by digitizing the original graph from [1]
Hard x-ray is high energy x-ray produced at the synchrotron source. X-ray attenuation
decreases with increase in energy but at the same time intensity of the diffracted x-ray de-
creases. An ideal range of energy is 50-100 keV considering these two conflicting factors
[1]. Figure 1.1 indicates that, for light-weight materials such as Al or Ti, a high value of
penetration thickness can be obtained with 50-100 keV x-ray energy.
Conventional x-ray diffraction produces the peak intensities at much higher angles (compare
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Figure 1.2: Intensity distribution for conventional (Cu-Kα) x-ray diffraction in Al 7050
alloy sample, data collected by point detector at the Frederick Seitz Materials Research
Laboratory, University of Illinois.
Figures 1.2 and 1.3). To accommodate sufficiently large number of diffraction peaks or rings
on the detector, wavelength of x-ray needs to be small. Hard x-rays have high energy, and
hence much lower wavelength than conventional x-ray. For exact comparison of wavelengths
please refer to Appendix A.2. Moreover, the smaller the wavelength of the x-ray, the smaller
features on the material we could explore [4].
1.2 Synchrotron sources
1.2.1 Hard x-ray generation
At a synchrotron source, hard x-ray is produced in two steps.
The first section accelerates electrons, imparts high kinetic energy into them and then stores
them [5, 6]. This part consists of the linac, a booster synchrotron and the storage ring
(Figure 1.4). An electron gun first injects electrons into the linac, where they undergo linear
3
Figure 1.3: Intensity distribution for high energy x-ray diffraction in Al 7050 alloy sample,
data collected by area detector at the Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source (CHESS).
Intensity distribution line plot is made along the yellow line (η = 90o).
acceleration and achieve a kinetic energy of 200 MeV [5, 6]. The linac sends electrons to a
booster synchrotron where they experience circular acceleration and reach an energy state
of 6 GeV [5, 6]. After that, they are sent to the storage ring where they rotate in a low
pressure environment at constant energy. Specilized magnets known as bending and focusing
magnets help to keep the beam in circular path [5, 6].
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The second section serves for generation of high energy x-ray from highly accelerated
Figure 1.4: Components of synchrotron needed to accelerate electrons and to conserve
their kinetic energy [5]
Figure 1.5: Undulator and wiggler to generate hard x-ray [6]
electrons. This section consists of undulators or wigglers, together they are termed as inser-
tion device (ID) (Figure 1.5). They consist of a series of alternating magnetic dipoles which
move an electron in wavy motion at some amplitude. When a high energy electron rapidly
changes direction in a magnetic field it generates high energy x-ray which is supplied to the
beamline. The x-rays supplied to beamline 1-ID at APS is generated by undulator A.
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1.2.2 Beamline
A beamline accepts the high energy x-ray output from the ID and uses it as a source for
an experiment. A beamline consists of mainly 3 parts: the optical setup, the experimental
hutch and the controlling chamber [5]. The optical setup consists of a monochromator and a
focusing device [5]. The monochromator helps select a particular wavelength from the band
of x-ray wavelength obtained from the ID.
1.2.3 High-resolution monochromator
At beamline 1-ID of APS, two types of monochromators are used. The first one is the
medium-energy-resolution premonochromator, which can deliver an energy resolution of the
range 10−3 (∆E
E
' 10−3) [7]. It consists of two cryogenically cooled bent Laue Si (111) crys-
tals [7] (Figure 1.6). This configuration allows for a very high output flux [7]. After the
premonochromator, compound refractive lenses (CRL) are placed to collimate the high en-
ergy x-ray beam. Most experiments do not require high resolution of x-ray energy. Thus,
they are performed with use of the premonochromator and the collimator. But high reso-
lution stress/ strain measurements require a high resolution of x-ray wavelength [7]. Hence
the second monochromator is introduced after the CRLs. It is called the high-resolution
monochromator , which can deliver energy resolution of the range 10−4 (∆E
E
' 10−4) [7].
Figure 1.6: Monochromators used at beamline 1-ID of APS [7]
It is composed of four symmetric Si(111) crystal reflections as shown in Figure 1.6. For
the present experiment high resolution monochromator was employed to obtain high strain
resolution.
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Figure 1.7: Bent Laue Si crystal used in monochromators [8]
1.3 3DXRD basic setup at APS
The present experiment is carried out at newly-built E hutch of section 1-ID of APS. The
significances of this experiment are (a) the use of high-resolution monochromator for high
strain reolution and (b) the use of both near field and far field detectors. The right-handed
coordinate system used in hutch E is decribed in Figure 1.8. The positive Z-direction is
aligned along the beam, the positive X-direction points out the hutch door, and the positive
Y-direction points toward the ceiling [2].
The sample is mounted in the load frame. There are provisions for translating the sample
with respect to the beam in X and Z directions in precision of 1 µm [2]. The sample can be
rotated about Y axis to obtain various ω positions. 2θ is the angle between the incident and
the diffracted x-ray. η is the azimuthal angle on the detector measured from the vertical axis.
For far field experiments, the detector to sample distance is much larger (∼ 1m) compared
to the beam size defining the diffraction volume. For near field geometry the distance of
detector from the sample is on the order of diffraction volume dimensions (∼ 1− 10mm)
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Figure 1.8: 3DXRD setup in E-hutch of APS [9]
[11]. The far field detector is an amophous silicon flat panel detector from GE. The size of
the detector is 41 cm×41 cm and that corresponds to 2048×2048 pixels. Thus each pixel
represents ∼200 µm ×200 µm area on the detector. The far field detector can capture effects
of orientation, center of mass position, volume and volume-averaged strain for a grain in a
polycrystalline material. The size of the near field detector is 4 mm×4 mm and that corre-
sponds to 1024×1024 pixels. Thus each pixel represents ∼4µm ×4µm area on the detector
[10]. The near field detector gives higher spatial resolution in expense of reduced angular
(2θ) resolution [11]. Analysis of near field detector images gives information about grain
shape, center of mass position and orientation of grain, subgrain orientation.
In a far-field experiment the sample is rotated in ω in a specifc δω precision to capture sev-
eral images. In near field experiment the distance between detector and sample is changed
in a number of steps (Figure 1.9, the co-ordinate system used in this figure is the one used
for the purpose of data analysis). For each specific distance, images are obtained on the
detector by rotating the sample in ω.
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Figure 1.9: Data collection method in near field x-ray diffraction [10]
1.4 Co-ordinate systems
To describe the phenomenon of x-ray diffraction, six important coordinate systems are intro-
duced: the laboratory/global system, the rotated system, the sample system, the cartesian
grain system, the crystal coordinate system in direct/real space and the crystal coordinate
system in reciprocal space (Figure 1.10) [1]. The laboratory coordinate system is the globally
fixed right-handed cartesian coordinate system. The convention used to choose the labora-
tory coordinate axes is shown in Figure 1.9. The x axis points in the direction of incident
x-ray, the y axis points away from hutch door and the z axis denotes the ω rotation axis.
This convention [1, 10, 12] is different from the one used in APS and for the purpose of the
thesis we will use this. The rotated coordinate system is the right-handed cartesian system
fixed to the ω turntable and it superposes on the global coordinate system when ω = 0. The
sample system is the right-handed cartesian system fixed to the sample (for rolled sheets it is
described as rolling direction, transverse direction and normal direction). The right-handed
cartesian grain coordinate system is fixed wih respect to the grain (It can be fixed with
9
Figure 1.10: Coordinate systems associated with x-ray diffraction
respect to real space or reciprocal space. For the purpose of the thesis we will consider it
to be fixed with respect to the reciprocal space. This topic is discussed in detail in chapter
2.). In general, the crystal coordinate systems associated with direct space lattice and re-
ciprocal space lattice are not cartesian systems. For the first four coordinate systems, the
transformations of the scattering vector (The scattering vector is the vector normal to the
diffracting crystal plane with magnitude equal to the reciprocal of the interplanar spacing)
from one coordinate system to the other are given as follows:
Gl = ΩGω (1.1a)
Gω = SGs (1.1b)
Gs = UGc (1.1c)
where the subscripts l, ω, s, c denote the laboratory, rotated, sample and cartesian grain
coordinate systems respectively. The transformation matrix Ω can be expresssed as follows:
Ω =

cosω − sinω 0
sinω cosω 0
0 0 1
 (1.2)
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In the present study, the tilt of sample system with respect to rotated system is considered
negligible. Thus, in this case, S = I. Orientation of a single grain in a polycrystalline
sample is determined by U and it can be expressed in terms of the Euler angles (φ1,Φ, φ2)
(Equation 1.3) [1] (for an introduction to the Euler angles please refer to Appendix A.3).
U =

cφ1cφ2 − sφ1sφ2cΦ −cφ1sφ2 − sφ1cφ2cΦ sφ1sΦ
sφ1cφ2 + cφ1sφ2cΦ −sφ1sφ2 + cφ1cφ2cΦ −cφ1sΦ
sφ2sΦ cφ2sΦ cΦ
 (1.3)
There are other methods to define grain orientation, such as: Euler angle method, axis-
angle method (called Rodrigues representation) and the quaternion method. Out of these,
the quaternion method and axis-angle method are extensively used in this thesis and hence
we will introduce some useful formula here.
The transformation between coordinate systems can be expressed as rotation by an angle α
about an axis ~R (~R is the unit vector along the axis). This is the axis-angle or Rodrigues
convention. α and ~R can be determined from orientation matrix U as [13]:
cosα = (U11 + U22 + U33 − 1)/2 (1.4a)
~R =
1
2 sinα

U32 − U23
U13 − U31
U21 − U12
 (1.4b)
The use of the above formula in the code is given below:
import sys
from math import *
import numpy as n
theta0 = acos(((U0[0,0]+U0[1,1]+U0[2,2])-1)/2)*180/n.pi
R0 = 1/(2*sin(theta0*n.pi/180))
*n.array([U0[2,1]-U0[1,2],U0[0,2]-U0[2,0],U0[1,0]-U0[0,1]])
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Rotation represented by unit quaternion q = W +Xi+ Y j + Zk can be converted to rota-
tion matrix as follows:
U =

W 2 +X2 − Y 2 − Z2 2XY − 2WZ 2XZ + 2WY
2XY + 2WZ W 2 −X2 + Y 2 − Z2 2Y Z − 2WX
2XZ − 2WY 2Y Z + 2WX W 2 −X2 − Y 2 + Z2
 (1.5)
W 2 +X2 + Y 2 + Z2 = 1 (1.6)
The use of the formula in the code is shown below:
X = q[i,1]
Y = q[i,2]
Z = q[i,3]
W = q[i,0]
xx = X * X
xy = X * Y
xz = X * Z
xw = X * W
yy = Y * Y
yz = Y * Z
yw = Y * W
zz = Z * Z
zw = Z * W
mat = np.zeros( (3,3) )
mat[0,0] = 1. - 2. * ( yy + zz )
mat[0,1] = 2. * ( xy - zw )
mat[0,2] = 2. * ( xz + yw )
mat[1,0] = 2. * ( xy + zw )
mat[1,1] = 1. - 2. * ( xx + zz )
mat[1,2] = 2. * ( yz - xw )
mat[2,0] = 2. * ( xz - yw )
mat[2,1] = 2. * ( yz + xw )
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mat[2,2] = 1. - 2. * ( xx + yy )
The transformations of the scattering vector in cartesian grain system from direct and re-
ciprocal crystal coordinate system are given as follows:
Gc = BGrec (1.7a)
Gc = AGdir (1.7b)
The scattering vector in the reciprocal crystal coordinate system (Grec) is given by the Miller
indices of the crystal plane i.e. Grec =
(
h k l
)T
. The conversion matrices A and B are
given as [1, 14]:
B =
[
a∗ b∗ c∗
]
=

a∗ b∗ cos γ∗ c∗ cos β∗
0 b∗ sin γ∗ −c∗ sin β∗ cosα
0 0 c∗ sin β∗ sinα
 (1.8)
A =
[
a b c
]
=

a sin β sin γ∗ 0 0
−a sin β cos γ∗ b sinα 0
a cos β b cosα c
 (1.9)
where (a, b, c, α, β, γ) and (a∗, b∗, c∗, α∗, β∗, γ∗) are the lattice parameters in the real space
and the reciprocal space respectively. The relationship between the crystal axes in real space
(a, b, c) and crystal axes in reciprocal space (a∗, b∗, c∗) are given by the following equations
[15]:
a∗ =
1
V
(b× c) (1.10a)
b∗ =
1
V
(c× a) (1.10b)
c∗ =
1
V
(a× b) (1.10c)
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where V is the volume of the unit cell in real space.
V = a · b× c (1.11)
The correspondence between real space and reciprocal space vectors in turn gives a certain
relationship between A and B (Equation (1.12)).
ATB = I (1.12)
1.5 Research goal
The objective of this work is to develop a novel method of grain-level strain determination
for far field x-ray diffraction, as mentioned in the title and abstract of the thesis. To develop
that idea, we first need to explore the existing methods of grain-level strain determination
in far-field geometry.
In general, lattice strain depends on orientation and position of the grain with respect to
the sample coordinate system. In literature, some procedures consider the effect of grain
orientation only, while others consider effects of both orientation and position. If the effect
of grain position is neglected, the apparent strain along a certain direction for a certain
grain would always be different than the actual strain. When distance between sample and
detector is large (far-field), the difference between the apparent and the actual lattice strain
would be small. Thus, depending on the desired accuracy of the output, the effect of grain
position may or may not be considered.
The effect of grain position on lattice strain can be taken into account in two ways:
(a) grain position (3 parameters) and orientation (3 parameters) parameters are fitted to-
gether or separately during grain indexing, then lattice strain (6 parameters) is deter-
mined using the postion and orientation of each grain,
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(b) grain orientation (3 parameters) is determined considering grain is centered on the
sample coordinate origin, next lattice strain (6 parameters) and grain position (3 pa-
rameters) are fitted together using the orientation of each grain.
Thus, discussion of grain indexing method is important in the current context.
The first important point to note here is that, till today, lattice strain determination can
only be performed with far-field data. Because, far-field images have strong θ resolution,
and change in θ is the key parameter involved in strain determination (to be discussed elabo-
rately later). Near-field images have poor θ resolution, and hence it is not possible to extract
strain information from them. The second important point to note is that, far field x-ray
diffraction can only result in determination of volume-averaged strain for a grain [11]. It
gives no information about the intragranular strain distribution. However, there is a pos-
sibility that, near-field detector can identify (some) effects of subgrain-level strain. As the
change in θ does not show up in the near field images, the strain calculation procedure from
near-field data has to be based on change of another measurable parameter. This parameter
is ω (the rotation angle about z axis) which shows certain change with lattice strain and has
reasonable resolution in near-field. This is the motivation behind performing the near-field
experiment and to use a high-resolution monochromator in this study. The far-field config-
uration is primarily employed to aid the near-field study during experimentation. Far-field
data analysis is performed to idealize the new strain determination method independently
for far-field and to check its applicability. The current work is limited to the analysis of the
far-field data, the near-field data is analyzed by the research group of Professor Robert M.
Suter at Carnegie Mellon University (CMU).
To elaborate upon the research objective, we will first introduce the existing methods of
strain determination and grain indexing. Later, we will develop the new concept.
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Infinitesimal strain can be calculated from x-ray diffraction data using equation such as:
 =
δd
d
=
df − d0
d0
(1.13)
where d0 and df are the distances between adjacent parallel planes in a crystal before and
after deformation. Braggs’s law relates the planar spacing with the diffraction angle θ as:
nλ = 2d sin θ (1.14)
From equations (1.13) and (1.14) a relation between infinitesimal strain and change of angle
θ can be derived as:
 = − cot θδθ (1.15)
When a sample is loaded the bragg peaks show a finite shift in θ (Figure 1.8). Infinitesimal
strain can be obtained by using Equation (1.15) when the change of θ is quantified from
detector images [16] . Thus, for strain analysis, it is suggested that the sample-detector
distance be large (far-field geometry) as the greater distance results in better resolution of
2θ [17].
Chung and Ice [18] proposed the average lattice strain determination from change of unit
cell parameters (Equation (1.16)).
ij = (Tij + Tji)/2− Iij (1.16)
ij is the strain in the cartesian grain coordinate system. T can be expressed as:
T = AA0
−1 (1.17)
A and A0 are the transformation matrices between cartesian grain coordinate system and
the real space crystal coordinate system in deformed and undeformed state respectively (A is
elaborately defined in section 1.3 and section 2.2). Poulsen et al. [17] also used this concept
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to propose a 9 parameter based strain detremination algorithm.
Poulsen et al. [17] and Marguiles et al. [19] first demonstrated the calculation of 3D strain
tensor for a single grain embedded in a polycrystal. The sample they used was a well-
annealed Cu. To remove the effect of grain precession1, they realigned the center of mass of
the grain under study on the rotation axis after each load increment. They proposed that,
if direction cosines for a certain direction be li, mi and ni, the strain along that direction is
given as:
i =
(
li mi ni
)
11 12 13
21 22 23
31 32 33


li
mi
ni
 (1.18)
Using Equation (1.18) the six unknown components of strain tensor can be determined if
strains in six independent directions are known. However, there may be inacuracy associated
with the individual strain measurements. Thus, at least 10-12 independent strain measure-
ments are required to find the strain tensor from Equation (1.18). Poulsen et al. [17] and
Marguiles et al. [19] reports the behaviour of grain-level strains, 22, 33 and 23 (Figure 1.11).
They used 17 individual strain measurements in determination of the strain tensor. However,
Figure 1.11: Strain component evolution with load increment [17, 19]
due to restricted ω range (−30o ≤ ω ≤ 30o), the other strain components determined,(11,
1grain precession is equivalent to grain position
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.12: (a) Geometry considered by Moscicki et al. (b) Appearance of Friedel-pairs
(reflections from (h, k, l) and (h¯, k¯, l¯) are called Friedel-pairs [21]) on detector during ω
turn [22]
12 and 13) were erroneous and hence they did not report them. Further, they mentioned
how to incorporate grain precesseion in lattice strain determination (Equation (1.19)).
i =
(
li mi ni
)
11 12 13
21 22 23
31 32 33


li
mi
ni

−
[
cos(ωi) +
sin(ωi) sin(ηi)
tan(θi)
]
∆x
L
−
[
sin(ωi) +
cos(ωi) sin(ηi)
tan(θi)
]
∆y
L
(1.19)
where ∆x and ∆y are the coordinates of the center of mass of grain with respect to the origin
at the center of rotation in sample coordinate system. L is the distance between the sample
and the detector. Martins et al. [20] determined the strain tensors and positions for 10 grains
embedded in polycrystalline Al. They pointed out the importance of using higher range in ω
rotation to obtain the strain components satisfactorily. Moscicki et al. [22] proposed Friedel-
pair based indexing methods for high energy x-ray diffraction in polycrystalline material. In
their work grain orientation and position are fitted separately to gain accuracy. They derived
that the position of reflection spot on the detector with respect to the laboratory/global
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coordinate system (referred as (xω, yω, z) in Figure 1.12 (a)) is given as:
D
u
v
 =

x cosω − y sinω
x sinω + y cosω
z
+
[
1
0
0
+ 2 sin θR

γh
γk
γl

]
t (1.20)
where x, y and z are the positions of the center of mass of the grains with respect to
the sample coordinate system. R is the matrix to transform the scattering vector from
the cartesian grain system to the global coordinate system (Equation (1.21)) (coordinate
systems and transformation matrices follow same concept as described in section 1.3).
R = ΩSU (1.21)
(γh, γk, γl)
T is the unit scattering vector in the cartesian grain system. And t is given as:
t =
D − x cosω + y sinω
1 + 2 sin θ(R11γh +R12γk +R13γl)
(1.22)
Ideally, the reflection spots generated from the Friedel pairs (hkl) and (h¯k¯l¯) are separated by
(180o) in ω. Grain position and orientation can be indexed separately by using this property
of Friedel pairs [22]. Some important concepts to note from this paper are:
(a) For a complete (360o) rotation of a grain each of (hkl) and (h¯k¯l¯) reflection appears twice.
In figure 1.12(b), 1, 4 are the diffraction spots for (hkl) and 2, 3 are the diffraction
spots for (h¯k¯l¯), shown as they appear on the detector. They appear in different ω
positions. The following relationships hold between ω positions of the spots:
ω2,3 = ω1,4 ± 180o (1.23a)
ω3 = ω1 + 2 arctan
(
tan θ
sin η1
)
(1.23b)
(b) The unit scattering vector in the laoratory coordinate system can be expressed in terms
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of scattering angle and azimuthal angle using Bragg’s law in vector form. Bragg’s law
in vector form can be conceived as:
K = K1 +Gl (1.24)
where, K and K1 are the directions of diffracted and incident x-ray respectively. Gl
is the scatter vector in lab coordinate system. If Equation (1.24) is expressed in terms
of unit vectors we have:
eK = e1 + 2 sin θel (1.25)
Because, the magnitude of incident and diffracted directions are 1/λ (see Figure 1.13
(a) for illustration) while the magnitude of the scattering vector is 2 sin θ/λ (from
Bragg’s law). If we consider, that the grain is centered on the sample coordinate
system, we can express eK as (see Figure 1.13 (b)):
eK =
[
cos 2θ − sin 2θ sin η sin 2θ cos η
]T
(1.26)
Using equation (1.25) and equation (1.26) we can express the el as:
el =
1
2 sin θ

(cos 2θ − 1)
− sin 2θ sin η
sin 2θ cos η
 (1.27)
The technique introduced by Moscicki et al. [22] generates an opportunity to find the strain
tensor for an aggregate of grains (∼ 1000 grains), taking into account of both grain precession
and orientation. A Friedel pair based data analysis method is also reported by Ludwig et al.
[23] for grain boundary and orientation mapping from x-ray diffraction contrast tomography.
Robust grain indexing methods are proposed by Søren Schmidt [24] (as realized in the code
GrainSpotter) , Bernier et al. [11] (as realized in the code hexRD) and Sharma et al. [25].
For simultaneous fitting of orientation, position and strain tensor for each grain, the package
FitAllB can be used. It is developed by Oddershede et al. [26]. FitAllB requires input from
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(a)
(b)
Figure 1.13: (a) Ewald sphere (Discussed in Appendix A.1.2), note the magnitudes of
incident and diffracted x-ray direction (b) Determination of eK in laboratory coordinate
system
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GrainSpotter [24, 26].
Beaudoin et al. [27] described the method of lattice strain derivation from scattering vectors
in reciprocal space (Equation (1.28)).
es
(i) · es(i) = es(i) · (G)0
(i) − (G)s(i)
|(G)s(i)|
≈ |(G)0
(i)| − |(G)s(i)|
|(G)0(i)|
(1.28)
where es
(i) is the unit scattering vector in sample coordinate system as measured in the
deformed state. |(G)s(i)| is the magnitude of the measured scattering vector. |(G)0(i)| is
the magnitude of the ideal (undeformed) scattering vector. They used GrainSpotter for
grain indexing, however they did not consider the effect of grain precession. To derive
Equation (1.28) they used the relation between reciprocal scattering vectors in deformed
and undeformed state proposed by Edmiston et al. [28, 29]:
(Grec)def
(i) = F−T (Grec)undef
(i) (1.29)
where F is given as follows:
F = V R (1.30a)
V = I +  (1.30b)
R indicates change of grain orientation due to elastic loading.
Lattice strain determination theories developed so far depend primarily on the determi-
nation of change of 2θ. To the author’s knowledge, this is the first effort to develop a direct
correspondence (independent of change of 2θ) between change of ω and lattice strain in
far-field x-ray diffraction. In study of grain dynamics through x-ray diffraction, change of
ω with load has been reported by several researchers. Marguiles et al. [3] found change
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in ω and η with increase of strain (Figure 1.14) in a high purity Al specimen. Their main
objective was to provide experimental input for ’n-site’ crystal plasticity models and experi-
mental verification of ’one-site’ crystal plasticity models. The change in ω detected by them
Figure 1.14: The reflection spot shifts from ω = 1o to ω = −5o when sample is strained to
11%, the spot also spreads out in η [3]
was due to both grain rotation and strain. Effect of slip is prominent here, because this
study is made mainly in plastic regime. Similar research is carried out by Poulsen et al.
[30]. They found lattice rotations with application of strain, in terms of change of angle ω
and η for a reflection spot (Figure 1.15). Note the splitting of one spot into two in Figure
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1.16, this indicates appearance of twin or split of grains to develop two different orientations.
Our case is different from Marguiles et al. [3] and Poulsen et al. [30] as we work in fully
elastic regime and attempt to find out the elastic strain tensor. However, the specimen may
reach local plasticity though globally it is well below yield point. This effect is neglected in
our calculations to avoid complexity. Thus, our target is:
(a) to get the lattice strain tensor using a combination of earlier mentioned theories and
considering the effect of grain precession,
(b) to get the change in angle ω for different reflection spots only due to strain for each
grain. We get this both from experimental data and from theoretical calculations using
the pre-obtained strain tensor.
(c) try to generate a trend to show a correspondence between the theoretical and experi-
mental change in ω. Theoretical change in ω is a representative of the lattice strain.
Thus, in turn we get a relation between lattice strain and change of ω for each grain.
It is also important to see if the ω precision used during the experimentation is small enough
to show a change of strain associated with it. This issue will be addressed in this work.
(Details of theories and algorithms involved in the current work are given in chapter 2)
Our results are not perfectly conclusive, however it brings forth the opportinuities for future
modifications of the results and finally its application.
1.6 Motivation
It is necessary to characterize the performance of a structural material under the application
of driving forces. To make a reliable conclusion in that aspect one needs to look into the
internal structure of the material and investigate values of localized stress-strain. A weak
spot with high strain can lead to failure of the whole structure. HEDM is capable of imaging
the local stress-strain variations in a 3D solid. It has developed as a powerful experimental
tool, but analyzing the huge amount of data obtained from HEDM and gathering realistic
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Figure 1.15: Shift of reflection spot in ω and η with strain [30]
material response out of it is a challenge. Several groups are working towards development of
algorithms and methods to ease out the data analysis and to obtain more and more accurate
results. The current work is a step towards such development.
The material used in this work is polycrystalline Ti-7Al (detailed discussion on themate-
rial would follow in chapter 3), which is commercially used for making aerospace structures.
It has high specific strength and stiffness which results in great amount of fuel saving. Mate-
rials in aircraft applications tend to fail under fatigue, due to alternative nature of load they
experience during operation. Fatigue failure occurs at a global stress level well below the
yield point. Failure initiates due highly localized stresses (above yield) at some vulnerable
points. Thus, it is critical to know the tendency of local stress-strain distribution for the
25
Figure 1.16: Shift and split of reflection spot in ω and η with strain [30]
material. Here, HEDM and its local strain determination algorithm proves to be useful.
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CHAPTER 2
THEORY AND EQUATIONS
2.1 Strain determination
In the current work grain indexing is done by GrainSpotter. Grain indexing is done to deter-
mine the orientation of the grains, considering they are centered at the sample coordinate
system. GrainSpotter generates a list of measured scattering vectors in the sample coordi-
nate system for each indexed grain (.log file and .gve file). For lattice strain determination
we adopt the same methodology as Beaudoin et al. [27] (Equation (1.28)). However, we
include the effect of grain precession in our work. Equation (1.28) is basically a vector form
of Equation (1.18) but written in reciprocal space. To include the grain precession, we need
to use Equation (1.19), instead of Equation (1.18), in reciprocal coordinates. For the pur-
pose of the current work, we first re-derive Equation (1.19), and attain a modified form of
Equation (1.19). Our objective is to find the ‘extra’ strain that creeps in the lattice strain
values when we do not consider the effect of the grain precession. After we determine that,
we can subtract the extra strain from the lattice strain determined by Equation (1.18).
We start with Equation (1.15) and Equation (1.20). From Equation (1.20) we get:
u = x sinω + y cosω + 2 sin θ(R21γh +R22γk +R23γl)t (2.1a)
v = z + 2 sin θ(R31γh +R32γk +R33γl)t (2.1b)
Just to remind, x, y and z are the coordinates of the center of mass of a grain with respect
to sample coordinate system. For our experimental setup we can consider z=0. Let us make
following notations:
(1) ud, vd, td → parameters obtained when effect of grain position is considered.
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(2) uund, vund, tund → parameters obtained when effect of grain position is not considered.
Thus we can write:
ud − uund = x sinω + y cosω + 2 sin θM1(td − tund) (2.2a)
vd − vund = 2 sin θM2(td − tund) (2.2b)
where:
M1 = R21γh +R22γk +R23γl (2.3a)
M2 = R31γh +R32γk +R33γl (2.3b)
Let us derive the change in t = (td − tund) (we use Equation (1.20)).
td − tund = D − x cosω + y sinω
C
− D
C
=
−x cosω + y sinω
C
(2.4a)
C = 1 + 2 sin θ(R11γh +R12γk +R13γl) (2.4b)
Combining Equation (2.2) and Equation (2.4) we obtain:
∆u = ud − uund = x sinω + y cosω + 2 sin θM1 (−x cosω + y sinω)
C
(2.5a)
∆v = vd − vund = 2 sin θM2 (−x cosω + y sinω)
C
(2.5b)
The radius of the ring for a particular family of plane on the detector if given as r, we can
write following relationship:
r2 = u2 + v2 (2.6)
From Equation (2.6) we can derive the following relationship (see Figure 2.1):
∆r =
u
r
∆u+
v
r
∆v
= − sin η∆u+ cos η∆v
(2.7)
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Figure 2.1: Relationships used in strain derivation (expressions for u
r
and v
r
)
Combing Equations (2.5) and (2.7) we obtain the following equation:
∆r = − sin η(x sinω + y cosω)− 2 sin θM1M3 sin η + 2 sin θM2M3 cos η (2.8a)
M3 =
(−x cosω + y sinω)
C
(2.8b)
Figure 2.2 suggests that we can derive a relation between r,D and θ.
tan 2θ =
r
D
(2.9)
Differentiating both sides of the Equation (2.9) we get:
2 sec2 2θ∆θ =
∆r
D
(2.10)
As 2θ is small for high energy x-ray diffraction (∼ 5o−12o), we can consider that sec2 2θ ≈ 1.
Hence, we get from equation (2.10) :
∆θ =
∆r
2D
(2.11)
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Figure 2.2: Relation between r,D, θ
Nowing using Equation (2.11) in Equation (1.15) we obtain the expression for the extra
strain:
∆ = − cot θ
(∆r
2D
)
= −cot θ
2D
[
− sin η(x sinω + y sinω)− sin η(2 sin θ)M1M3
]
− cot θ
2D
[
cos η(2 sin θ)M2M3
]
=
sin η
2D tan θ
(x sinω + y cosω)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Part XX
− cot θ
2D
(2 sin θ)M3
[
−M1 sin η +M2 cos η
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Part YY
(2.12)
M1 and M2 are the second and the third component of unit scattering vector in lab/global
coordinate (see Equation (1.20)). Thus, using Equation (1.27) we can determine the expres-
sions for M1 and M2:
M1 = − cos θ sin η (2.13a)
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M2 = cos θ cos η (2.13b)
Using the first component of scattering vector in Equation (2.4)(b) we can get C and hence
M3:
C = 1 + 2 sin θ
(cos 2θ − 1)
2 sin θ
= cos 2θ
(2.14a)
M3 =
(−x cosω + y sinω)
cos 2θ
(2.14b)
We turn attention to the part YY now:
Y Y = −cot θ
2D
(2 sin θ)M3
[
cos θ sin2 η + cos θ cos2 η
]
= −cot θ
2D
(2 sin θ) cos θM3
= −cos
2 θ
D
(−x cosω + y sinω)
cos 2θ
= −(1 + cos 2θ)
2 cos 2θ
(−x cosω + y sinω)
D
= −(1 + sec 2θ)
2
(−x cosω + y sinω)
D
= −(−x cosω + y sinω)
D
,−→ [sec 2θ = 1]
=
(x cosω − y sinω)
D
(2.15)
Now adding the part XX and part YY we get:
∆ = XX + Y Y
=
sin η
2D tan θ
(x sinω + y cosω) +
(x cosω − y sinω)
D
=
x
D
(cosω +
sinω sin η
2 tan θ
) +
y
D
(− sinω + cosω sin η
2 tan θ
)
(2.16)
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The extra strain has to be subtracted from Equation (1.18) to get the actual strain. Hence
the strain equation considering the grain precession can be written as:
i =
(
li mi ni
)
11 12 13
21 22 23
31 32 33


li
mi
ni

−
[
cos(ωi) +
sin(ωi) sin(ηi)
2 tan(θi)
]
x
D
−
[
− sin(ωi) + cos(ωi) sin(ηi)
2 tan(θi)
]
y
D
(2.17)
Comparing Equation (2.17) with Equation (1.19) we notice some significant differences.
The differences are shown with red colour in Equation (2.17). There is a change of notations
between the two equations. ∆x,∆y and L in Equation (1.19) are same as x, y and D in
Equation (2.17). Now using Equation (2.17) we can modify the Equation (1.28) as follows:
es
(i) · es(i) +
[
cos(ω(i)) +
sin(ω(i)) sin(η(i))
2 tan(θ(i))
]
∆x
L
+[
− sin(ω(i)) + cos(ω
(i)) sin(η(i))
2 tan(θ(i))
]
∆y
L
=
|(G)0(i)| − |(G)s(i)|
|(G)0(i)|
(2.18)
If we incorporate Equation (1.19) in Equation (1.28) we get the following equation:
es
(i) · es(i) +
[
cos(ω(i)) +
sin(ω(i)) sin(η(i))
tan(θ(i))
]
∆x
L
+[
sin(ω(i)) +
cos(ω(i)) sin(η(i))
tan(θ(i))
]
∆y
L
=
|(G)0(i)| − |(G)s(i)|
|(G)0(i)|
(2.19)
The parameters used in Equation (2.18) and Equation (2.19) are the same as defined before.
In Equation (2.18) and Equation (2.19) the extra strain term is not subtracted but added
to approximate the formulation in reciprocal space. Six components of lattice strain and
three components of grain position can be fitted together using Equation (2.18) or Equation
(2.19). The right hand sides of the Equation (2.18) and (2.19) are determined from measured
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scattering vectors for each orientation indexed grain. Ideally, 8 such measured scattering
vectors should be sufficient for determination of 8 unknown parameters, however we use
∼ 60− 80 of them to gain accuracy. Thus, we solve an overdetermined system of equations
to obtain the 8 unknown parameters. We make a comparison between the grain positions
obtained from Equation (2.18) and Equation (2.19). After comparing the results with grain
positions obtained from the near-field data, we clearly see that the equation developed by
us (Equation (2.18)) gives more accurate values (Figure 2.3). Thus, for the purpose of the
thesis we will use Equation (2.18).
(a) (b)
Figure 2.3: Comparison of grain positions obtained from near-field and far field data (red
dots=near-field, blue dots=far-field) (a) Equation (2.19) is used to get the grain positions
(b) Equation (2.18) is used to get the grain positions. Notice the higher accuracy in the
match in (b). Far-field grain positions are rotated with 150o clockwise rotation to
superimpose them on the near-field ones
The use of the Equation (2.18) in the code is shown below.
dx = n.zeros((nGrains1))
dy = n.zeros((nGrains1))
for i in range (0,nGrains1):
##Finding the strain and COM##
# Now the least squares problem
# A*X = B, or X = A/B
m = n.int(ni)
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B = n.zeros(n.int(ni))
A = n.zeros( (m,8) )
for j in range(0,int(ni)):
gs = n.linalg.norm(gve1[j,:])-g_ideal1
midx = n.argmin(abs(gs))
B[j] = -gs[midx]/g_ideal1[midx]
lmn = gve1[j,:]/n.linalg.norm(gve1[j,:])
dx_term = -( cos(toe[j,1]) +
(sin(toe[j,1])*sin(toe[j,2]))/2/tan(toe[j,0]/2) ) / 906846.2
dy_term = -(-sin(toe[j,1]) +
(cos(toe[j,1])*sin(toe[j,2]))/2/tan(toe[j,0]/2) ) / 906846.2
A[j,:] = [lmn[0]**2, lmn[1]**2, lmn[2]**2, lmn[1]*lmn[2], lmn[0]*lmn[2],
lmn[0]*lmn[1] , -dx_term, -dy_term]
[eps,resid,rank,s] = Sci.linalg.lstsq(A,B)
strOut = ’ strain_ij: {0:12.6f} {1:12.6f} {2:12.6f} {3:12.6f} {4:12.6f}
{5:12.6f}’.format(
eps[0], eps[1], eps[2], eps[3], eps[4], eps[5] )
print strOut
dx[i]=eps[6]/1000
dy[i]=eps[7]/1000
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2.2 Discussion about corrected A matrix
GrainSpotter works in the reciprocal coordinate system. Hence, the cartesian grain coordi-
nate system (xc, yc and zc in Figure 1.10) is defined to be fixed with respect to the reciprocal
lattice system. Let us name this cartesian grain system as cartesian grain system 1. For
cartesian grain system 1, xc is parallel to a
∗, yc is in the plane of a∗ and b∗ and zc is parallel
to a∗ × b∗ (See Figure 2.4 (a) for illiustration). Keeping this in mind, the conversion from
reciprocal lattice coordinate to cartesian grain system 1 is dictated by matrix B (Equation
(1.8)).
Now, the orientation matrix U , determined by GrainSpotter relates the caretsian grain
system 1 (defined as above) to the sample coordinate system.
There can be another cartesian grain system (xd, yd and zd) associated with the crys-
tal. This cartesian grain system is fixed with respect to the direct lattice (Let us refer it as
cartesian grain system 2). For cartesian grain system 2, xd is parallel to a, yd is in the plane
of a and b and zd is parallel to a × b (See Figure 2.4 (b) for illustration). The matrix A,
as defined in [1, 18] (Equation (2.20)) transforms a vector from the direct lattice system to
cartesian grain system 2 (Please consult the reference [29] for the derivation of the A matrix
given in Equation (2.20)).
A =

a b cos γ c cos β
0 b sin γ −c sin β cosα∗
0 0 c sin β sinα∗
 (2.20)
In general, U matrix, determined by the GrainSpotter does not give the coorspondence be-
tween cartesian grain system 2 and sample coordinate system. However, for crystals with
cubic symmetry (FCC and BCC) (a=b=c, α = β = γ = 90o) direct and reciprocal lattice
are same in direction and hence the cartesian grain system 1 becomes same as the cartesian
grain system 2. In that case U relates both to the sample coordinate system. In HCP crys-
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.4: (a) Cartesian grain system 1 (xc, yc and zc) is shown with respect to the
reciprocal lattice (b) Cartesian grain system 2 (xd, yd and zd) is shown with respect to the
direct lattice (blue dots indicate the atoms)
tals (a=b 6=c, α = β = 90o and γ = 120o) there is a 30o rotation about “c” axis between the
direct lattice and the reciprocal lattice (See Figure 2.5). Hence for hcp, orientation defined
by U is only applicable between cartesian grain system 1 and sample system. The sample
used for the current work is αTi-7Al which has a hcp structure.
The A matrix defined by Equation (1.9) gives transformation from direct lattice system
Figure 2.5: Direct lattice (at the left) and reciprocal lattice (at the right) for hcp crystal.
(a1, a2, a3, c) gives direct lattice system. (a1”, a2”, a3”, c”) gives the reciprocal lattice
system. Note the 30o rotation of reciprocal lattice with respect to the direct lattice [31].
to cartesian grain system 1. Thus, U can uniquely define the orientation of the grain.
The A matrix, defined in this way is utilized in the subroutines called “epsilon to b” and
“b to epsilon” in tools.py, which is a part of the grain indexing software package FABLE.
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It is important to be able to relate sample system with direct lattice system. If lattice
strain in sample coordinate system is determined using Equation (2.18), it is possible to
convert the lattice strain to cartesian grain system 1 using transformation matrix U :
crystal = U
TsampleU (2.21)
Once, crystal is known it is possible to find matrixA for the deformed crystal using Equation
(1.16) and (1.17) [14] (remeber that the A matrix is considered to be defined by Equation
(1.9) here):
A11 = (11 + 1) /A
−1
0 11
A22 = (22 + 1) /A
−1
0 22
A33 = (33 + 1) /A
−1
0 33 (2.22)
A21 =
(
221 − A22A−10 21
)
/A−10 11
A32 =
(
232 − A33A−10 32
)
/A−10 22
A31 =
(
213 − A33A−10 31 − A32A−10 21
)
/A−10 11.
We consider that A0 (the A matrix at undeformed state) is known from undeformed or
ideal lattice parameters. From the A matrix determined by Equation (2.22) it is possible to
determine the deformed lattice parameters. Further, it is possible to determine B matrix at
the deformed state using the deformed lattice parameters in Equation (1.10) and Equation
(1.8).B matrix can also be determined directly from the strain by using Equation (1.12) in
conjunction with Equations (1.17) and (2.22). The relation between B and  is given as:
 =
(
B0B
−1 + (B0B−1)T
)
/2− I (2.23)
Note: A consequence of relating triangular matrix A to the symmetric  is that a
(small) rotation is introduced [14]. If we determine the lattice distortion matrix F from
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Equation (1.17) (F is same as T ), the rotation can be determined by taking small strain
assumption [14]:
V R = F
⇒ (I + )R = F (2.24)
⇒ R ≈ F − 
The matrix A following solely from the elastic strain  is [14]:
A = R
−1A (2.25)
Finally, the matrix B = [a
?
 b
?
 c
?
 ] for the distorted lattice is recovered from A =
[a b c] through the relations
a? =
1
V
b × c
b? =
1
V
c × a (2.26)
c? =
1
V
a × b
where V = a · (b × c) [14]. For practical purposes the rotation can be ignored as it is
small [14].
2.3 Determination of ω
In order to determine ω position for a scattering vector (of a particular grain) we use the
algorithm proposed by Søren Schmidt [24]. We derive the algorithm here using our nota-
tions. For this derivation we use the first component of the unit scattering vector in the
lab coordinate system (Equation (1.27)). It is convenient to use the first component as it
does not contain any function of η. Our intent here, is to derive the ω position based on
the knowledge of the orientation of the grain and the scattering vector of interest. The unit
scattering vector in the sample coordinate system can be related to the unit scattering vector
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in laboratory coordinate as:
el = Ωes
=

cosω − sinω 0
sinω cosω 0
0 0 1


es1
es2
es3

=

es1 cosω − es2 sinω
es1 sinω + es2 cosω
es3

(2.27)
Now combining Equation (1.27) and Equation (2.27) and choosing just the first component
of the vector we can conclude that:
es1 cosω − es2 sinω = − sin θ (2.28)
From Equation (2.28) we obtain the following quadratic equations for cosω and sinω:
cos2 ω(e2s1 + e
2
s2) + 2es1 sin θ cosω + (sin
2 θ − e2s2) = 0 (2.29a)
sin2 ω(e2s1 + e
2
s2)− 2es2 sin θ sinω + (sin2 θ − e2s1) = 0 (2.29b)
Equation (2.29) can be solved to get cosω and sinω as follows:
cosω =
− sin θes1 ± (−es2)
√
(es1)2 + (−es2)2 − (− sin θ)2
(e2s1 + (−es2)2)
(2.30a)
sinω =
− sin θ(−es2)∓ es1)
√
(es1)2 + (−es2)2 − (− sin θ)2
(e2s1 + (−es2)2)
(2.30b)
The usage of the algorithm is given in the example code below. It is a part of the python
code tools.py (tools.py is a part of the grain indexing software package FABLE ) written by
Jette Oddershede. In this example the following notations are used:
a = es1
b = −es2
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c = − sin θ = cos 2θ−1√
2−2 cos(2θ)
sq d = (es1)
2 + (−es2)2 − (− sin θ)2 = a2 + b2 − c2
def find_omega_code(g_w, twoth):
"""
Calculate the omega angles for a g-vector gw given twotheta using Soeren
Schmidts algorithm.
"""
g_g = n.sqrt(n.dot(g_w, g_w))
costth = n.cos(twoth)
a = g_w[0]/g_g
b = -g_w[1]/g_g
c = (costth - 1)/n.sqrt(2*(1 - costth))
omega = []
d = a**2 + b**2
sq_d = d - c**2
print ’from0’,sq_d
if sq_d > 0:
sq_d = n.sqrt(sq_d)
comega = (a*c + b*sq_d)/d
somega = (b*c - a*sq_d)/d
print ’from1’, comega, somega
omega.append(n.arccos(comega))
if somega < 0:
omega[0] = -omega[0]
comega = comega - 2*b*sq_d/d
somega = somega + 2*a*sq_d/d
print ’from2’, comega, somega
omega.append(n.arccos(comega))
if somega < 0:
omega[1] = -omega[1]
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return n.array(omega)
The output gives 2 different values of ω for one scattering vector. Actually, 0,1 or 2 of the
solutions may be real depending on the ω range [12].
2.4 Parameters affecting the value of ω
For a particular scattering vector in a particular grain, postion of diffraction spots2 in ω
depends on two parameters (refer to Equation (2.30)) [32]-
(a) the Bragg angle θ which depends on the wavelength λ of the x-ray, the lattice parameters
and the components of the scattering vector in the reciprocal coordinate system i.e.
(h, k, l). The lattice parameters change with strain bringing in a change of ω wth
strain.
(b) the orientation of the scattering vector with respect to the sample coordinate system.
Also, the tilt of the actual rotation axis with respect to the ideal axis can affect the ω angle
significantly. The tilt might occur due to rotation about x axis (χ) and y axis (φ) of the
ideal sample coordinate system. The rotation about the y axis (φ) is termed as beam wedge
angle. In this case the transformation matrix between the rotated system and the sample
system (S) can not be neglected (we considered S = I in chapter 1). The beam wedge angle
changes the ω separation (ωdiff ) between the ”symmetric” Friedel pairs (1 and 2 in Figure
1.12 (b)) from 180o to some other value [32] (Figure 2.6 (a)). ω separation between the
”asymmetric” Friedel pairs depend on the η and the θ values. The variation of ω separation
(ωdiff ) between the ”asymmetric” Friedel pairs (1 and 3 in Figure 1.12 (b)) is represented
with curves in [11] and [32] (Figure 2.6 (b)) (it is gven by the Equation (1.23)b in [22]). In
[32] the authors considered the correction for beam wedge angle for plotting the ω separation
between ”asymmetric” Friedel pairs. We will not dscuss the effect of tilt angles in great detail
2Diffraction spot for a particular scattering vector appears twice for a complete 360o turn of ω
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(a)
(b)
Figure 2.6: (a) Deviation from ideal ωdiff (180
o) between symmetric Friedel pair due to
beam wedge angle (b) Variation of the ω separation between the asymmetric Friedel pair
with η at constant 2θ (considering correction for beam wedge angle) [32]
here as we did not consider them in our analysis. tools.py has codes to find ω angle taking
care of the rotation axes tilts.
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CHAPTER 3
MATERIALS AND METHOD
3.1 Material selection and characterization
Ti-7Al alloy is selected for this experiment. The composition of this alloy is given in Table
3.1.
Table 3.1: Composition of Ti-7Al [33]
Al(wt) Fe (wt) O(wtppm) N(wtppm) C(wtppm) H(wtppm) Ti(wtppm)
7.10 0.015 1100 100 100 30 Balance
Titanium alloys have unique properties of high strength , high specific stiffness, relatively low
densities (∼ 60 % of that of steel [34, 35]), good fracture toughness and corrosion resistance
and excellent biocompatibility [36, 35]. So they are utilized in various high performance
applications, ranging from aerospace structures, military jets, automotive and marine appli-
ances to orthopedic, dental and sporting goods [34, 37]. Ti alloys containing Al are typically
used in making parts of aircraft such as wing structure, landing gear components, blades
and disc of engine compressor etc.[37]. However, the use of Ti alloys gets restricted due to its
creep deformation behaviour at low temperatures [36]. At room temperature after a certain
threshold stress the material suffers from creep. Creep stress may be 40-90% of the yield
stress for Ti-6Al-4V [38]. Figure 3.1 shows the creep strain with time behaviour for Ti alloys.
Pure Titanium can exist in two different phases [34]:
(i) α phase - Hexagonal Close Packed (HCP) phase which exists at lower temperatures.
(ii) β phase - Body Centered Cubic (BCC) phase which exists at higher temperatures,
unless an agent to stabilize β phase at room temperature is introduced.
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Figure 3.1: Creep strain variation with time for different Ti alloys at stress = 0.8*yield
stress [39]
Alloy used in the current work contains α-Ti.
The HCP or α phase Ti alloys are added with 4-8 % Al to reduce deformation twin-
ning and to promote highly localized 〈~a〉, b = 〈112¯0〉 dislocation slip on basal {0001} , prism
{11¯00} and first order pyramidal {11¯01} planes [33]. Al acts as the α stabilizing element in
Ti and increases its creep stress and improves its weldability [34]. One of the key features
for the structure of Ti-7Al is the short range ordering (SRO) which leads to formation of
bands of planar dislocations separated with bands of undeformed region. The formation of
SRO depends on the cooling rate applied to the material after annealing. Air-cooled (AC)
samples are more prone to produce SRO while ice water quenched (IWQ) samples do not
show such tendency [33] (Figure 3.2).
Our objective is to characterize the elastic lattice strain of the material. Ti-7Al has
high strength to stiffness ratio which allows us to go high up in elastic strain without
yielding [33]. Hence, the use of Ti-7Al is relevant for the current work. An important point
to note here is that Ti-7Al is highly anisotropic in terms of mechanical properties due to its
HCP structure.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.2: (a) Dislocations visible in AC Ti-7Al sample. SRO leads to formation of
banded strcutures [33] (b) Dislocations visible in IWQ Ti-7Al sample. There is no effect of
SRO [33]
3.2 Specimen geometry
Typically, a small gauge length is chosen for the specimen used in 3DXRD experiments
[40, 41]. For making the sample for the current work we follow the Reference [40]. The
sample used for the current work has a gauge length of 1 mm. The gauge diameter was
initially 1 mm which was later reduced to 0.75 mm to get higher stress with the same
applied load. The specimen geometry is shown in Figure 3.3.
3.3 Experimental setup
The experimental setup is given in Figure 3.4 (Figure 3.5 shows a general setup picture
inside E hutch of beamline 1-ID). The schematic can be described in a few steps as-
(a) The Ti-7Al specimen is fixed to the load frame and it is subjected to a combined mode
of tensile and bending load.
(b) The specimen can be translated in x, y and z directions by using the translation stages.
This movement can be used to locate a different scan volume when the specimen is not
loaded. This can also be used to maintain the same scan volume when the specimen
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Figure 3.3: The specimen geometry used in the experiment, the drawing is made by the
research group at CMU
is deforming under load.
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Figure 3.4: Experimental setup schematic
(c) The incident x-ray hits the scan volume and gets diffracted. The diffraction spots are
captured on both the near-field and the far-field detectors.
(d) The specimen can be rotated in ω to get more diffraction spot data on the detectors.
(e) Finally, the data analysis from the near-field detector generates the grain map (carried
out by the research group at CMU) while that from the far-field detector generates
the strain field.
A detailed description follows in the next section - “Experimental Procedure”.
3.4 Experimental Procedure
In discussing the experimental procedure we would mainly focus on the far field configuration.
The first part of the experiment is to make a wise choice of the constant parameters. For
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Figure 3.5: Experimental setup at the E hutch [42]
the current experiment, we set the x-ray wavelength (λ) at 0.0238 nm which in turn gives
the energy (E) of the x-ray as ∼ 52 keV by Equation (3.1) (this energy is selected based on
Reference [33], they used the exact same energy for the same material).
E =
hc
λ
(3.1)
where h is the Planck constant given as 6.62× 10−34 J.s and c is the velocity of light given
as 3 × 108 m/s. The distance of the far-field detector is fixed at ∼ 907 µm. Next, the
beam stop and the slits are aligned to the center with respect to the incoming x-ray beam.
The beam stop is used to avoid the saturation and damage of the detector in exposure of
the beam directly [2]. The slits are used to fix the beam size. For the current experiment,
a line focus beam (intially selected as ∼1.4 mm × 0.08 µm = Width × Height) is used.
Once that is done, the sample attached to the load frame is centered with respect to the
beam. We want to probe the middle of the gauge section, hence the sample position along
gauge length is attained accordingly. Dark images are obtained on the detector which is
later subtracted from output images to get rid of any noise (scan number of the dark image
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Table 3.2: Load steps during loading (load increase), coarse and fine scans are marked with
(c) and (f) respectively
Scan number Tensile load in N
40-43 (c) -0.2
124-127 (c) 0.09
156-159 (c) 4.5
201-204 (c) 22.2
255-258 (c) 44.5
302-305 (c) & 358-361(c), 362-379 (f) 67
454-457 (c) 73.4
499-502 (c) 84.5
is 17, it is collected for ω position 0o). At this point, the high resolution monochromator
is engaged when the beam size is changed to ∼1.4 mm × 0.12 µm. At first, the sample
is subjected to gradually increasing tensile load as given in Table 3.2. The highest load is
decided considering two factors -
(a) the highest local stress does not go beyond yield point.
(b) the load applied does not cause creep of the material at room temperature.
From the highest load point the tensile load is gradually decreased to a near zero value
as indicated in Table 3.3. At the start of unloading, the value of load is lesser than the
maximum load reached at end of loading. That is because of the stress relaxation of the
material between the end of loading and start of unloading (Each load step is followed by a
far-field and a near-field measurement. Near-field measurement takes more than an hour to
end. Hence, the time is sufficient for the material to attain certain stress relaxation). Due
to a mismatch between the loading axis and sample centroidal axis, a bending moment is
generated on the sample.
For each load step, the far-field detector data can be collected in two ways-
(a) Coarse scan
For a complete 360o rotation of the sample around ω, (−180o ≤ ω ≤ 180o) the images
are obtained at every 0.5o position. Thus, in total 720 images are obtained. They are
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Table 3.3: Load steps during unloading (load decrease), coarse and fine scans are marked
with (c) and (f) respectively
Scan number Tensile load in N
549-552 (c), 553-570 (f) 78.7
572-575 (c) 73.4
576-579 (c) 67
593-596 (c) 44.5
597-600 (c) 22.2
633-636 (c) 4.9
stacked as 180 images each file i.e. for every 90o rotation one output file is created.
Total 4 files are created for a coarse scan at a certain load step (see Table 3.2 and
Table 3.3).
(b) Fine scan
For 180o rotation of the sample around ω, (−180o ≤ ω ≤ 0o) the images are obtained
at every 0.05o position. Thus, in total 36000 images are obtained. They are stacked
as 200 images each file i.e. for every 10o rotation one output file is created. Total 18
files are created for a fine scan at a certain load step (see Table 3.2 and Table 3.3).
Far-field coarse measurements are performed for every load step while the fine measurements
are performed only for loads 67 N during loading and 78.7 N during unloading of the sample
(scan numbers are given in the Table 3.2 and Table 3.3). At each load step, far-field coarse
and fine scans are followed by supersweep to find an interesting grain which can be later
tracked by the near-field detector. After the supersweep the near-field data collection is
carried out. At the end of the experiment, CeO2 powder patterns are collected at ω = 180
o
(scan number 637) and ω = 0o (scan number 639) to calibrate the far-field detector position
and orientation . Dark image is obtained separately for the powder pattern, the scan number
for the dark image is 638.
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CHAPTER 4
DATA ANALYSIS
4.1 Effect of detector orientation
Before analyzing the output images obtained from far-field detector, it is important to realize
the effect of orientation of the detector. We need to determine the position of the diffraction
spots on the detector taking care of the detector orientation. For the cuurent experiment,
the orientation of the far-field detector is given by the following matrix (for further discussion
about detector orientation please consult Reference [12]):
o11 o12
o21 o22
 =
1 0
0 −1
 (4.1)
The .par file contains the information about the detector orientation. A part of the .par file
is shown below (along with the orientation, the tilt of the detector and position of the center
of the detector are shown).
# o11 = 1
# o12 = 0
# o21 = 0
# o22 = -1
# tilt_x = 0.0
# tilt_y = -0.00201827795643
# tilt_z = 0.00564556474166
# wavelength = 0.238431
# y_center = 1023.52758346
# z_center = 1031.63915031
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The correct image orientation can be determined after applying required changes (changes
according to the detector orientation) to the CeO2 powder pattern images. We can visualize
the corrected image using the software named fabian [43] (Figure 4.1 (a)). This image shows
the wire on the detector as going up diagonally left, which is physically the correct position
of the wire. We can obtain exact same image correction in MATLAB, if we give a rotation
of 90◦ counter-clockwise to the images (Figure 4.1 (b)). We do not consider the effect of
detector tilt here. The use of the rotation in the MATLAB code is shown below:
clc
clear all
%%
filename = ’/media/My Passport/Suter_Jul12/GE2/Ti7_PreHRM_PreLoad__00638’;
fp = fopen(filename,’r’,’n’);
offset = 8192;
fseek(fp,offset,’bof’);
bg = fread(fp,[2048 2048],’uint16’);
bg = rot90(bg);
fclose(fp);
%%
froot = ’/media/My Passport/Suter_Jul12/GE2/Ti7_PreHRM_PreLoad__’;
fileno = ’00637’;
filename = [froot fileno];
fp = fopen(filename,’r’,’n’);
clims=[0 100];
fseek(fp,offset,’bof’);
imgcurrent = fread(fp,[2048 2048],’uint16’);
imgcurrent = rot90(imgcurrent);
imgcurrent = imgcurrent - bg;
imagesc(imgcurrent,clims);
colorbar()
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fclose(fp);
(a) (b)
Figure 4.1: (a) The corrected powder pattern image obtained from fabian (b) The powder
pattern image obtained from MATLAB after applying 90o ccw rotation
4.2 Intensity line plot over ω
In this section we will a discuss few things we tried in our work.
In order to capture the effect of shift of ω we tried to look at the evolution of a specific spot
with load. A specific spot is selected from the .log file of GrainSpotter. We tried to get the
intensity line profile of the spot over ω (over a number of frames). For each frame a specific
η (η is measured in degrees) and 2θ (let us call it radial position and denote it as r, r is
measured in terms of number of pixels) are selected as position for the spot and intensity
integration is carried out for (r-5 ) to (r+5 ) and (η−1o) to (η+1o). A MATLAB code made
for intensity vs. ω profile for a spot in a fine scan is given below (Please see Appendix B.4
for another code):
function [o,I,iir,iic] =omegaprof_finescan_spot(fileno,framenum,etastp)
%clc
%clear all
%%
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filename = ’/media/My Passport/Suter_Jul12/GE2/Ti7Test_00017’;
fp = fopen(filename,’r’,’n’);
offset = 8192;
fseek(fp,offset,’bof’);
bg = fread(fp,[2048 2048],’uint16’);
fclose(fp);
froot = ’/media/My Passport/Suter_Jul12/GE2/Ti7_PreHRM_PreLoad__’;
omega_startnew= -150.025;
cenR=1023;
cenC=1032;
cc = repmat([1:2048],2048,1);
rr = repmat([1:2048]’,1,2048);
radius=zeros(2048,2048);
ee=zeros(2048,2048);
en=zeros(2048,2048);
%%Detector distance %%
L= 906846.260753; %% in micron
twoth= 5.35;
r= rfromth(L,twoth);
for i=1:2048;
for j=1:2048;
radius(i,j) = sqrt((cc(i,j)-cenC)^2 + (rr(i,j)-cenR)^2);
ee(i,j) = atan2(-cc(i,j)+cenC, rr(i,j)-cenR)*180/pi+180;
if ee(i,j)>90;
en(i,j)=ee(i,j)-360;
else
en(i,j)=ee(i,j);
end
end
end
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ii= radius>r-5 & radius<r+5;
s=int2str(fileno);
load=’00’;
name=strcat(load,s);
filename = [froot name];
fp = fopen(filename,’r’,’n’);
count=1;
for i = framenum;
display([’doing calculation for frame number==>’ num2str(i) ’|| eta===>’
num2str(etastp) ’|| r===>’ num2str(r)]);
%i
offset = 8192 + (i-1)*2048*2048*2;
fseek(fp,offset,’bof’);
imgcurrent = fread(fp,[2048 2048],’uint16’) ;
imgcurrent = rot90(imgcurrent);
imgcurrent= imgcurrent- bg;
omega(count)=omega_startnew-(i-1)*0.05;
display([’Current Omega===>’ num2str(omega(count))]);
display([’...’])
count1=1;
imprev=0;
for u=1:2048;
for v=1:2048;
if ii(u,v)==1 && (ee(u,v)>=etastp-1 && ee(u,v)<=etastp+1);
iir(count1)=u;
iic(count1)=v;
I((count))=imprev+imgcurrent(u,v);
o((count))=omega(count);
imprev=I((count));
count1=count1+1;
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end
end
end
count=count+1;
end
fclose(fp);
end
4.3 Algorithm to find change of ω
GrainSpotter extracts the information about orientation of every grain illuminated at a load
step. It generates a list of scattering vectors for every indexed grain and gives the (θ, ω, η)
position for each of the vectors (diffraction spots). The orientation and scattering vector
information for every grain is stored in the .log file and .gve file. Now, two types of analysis
are performed to find the change of ω angle due to lattice strain-
4.3.1 Comparison of scattering vectors from two different loaded
states (scans):
The steps followed for this analysis are listed below (See Figure 4.2 for a brief interpretation
of the steps):
(1) The orientations of the grains are read from the .log file (Let, U0 and UL denote the
orientation matrix of grain for loaded state 1 and 2 respectively. Loaded state 1 can be
the zero load state). Grain orientations are converted to the Rodrigues form (From U0
we get R0 unit vector and θ0 angle, similarly from UL we get RL unit vector and θL
angle). Grains from the two different load states are matched by minimizing (θL− θ0)
and maximizing the scalar product of RL and R0. From here, we get the relative
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Figure 4.2: Schematic showing the first procedure for determination of change of ω —
“Comparison of scattering vectors from two different loaded states”. Scattering vectors
Gs0,Gs rot and Gs  are always expressed in the sample coordinate system.
lattice rotation from state 1 to state 2 for the matching grains (∆U) (Equation (4.2)).
∆U = ULU0
T (4.2)
The use of the algorithm in code is given below (In the code, nGrains1 and nGrains2
are the number of grains in the loaded state 1 and 2 respectively).
for i in range (0,nGrains1):
U0 = U1[:,:,i]
theta0 = acos(((U0[0,0]+U0[1,1]+U0[2,2])-1)/2)*180/n.pi
R0 = 1/(2*sin(theta0*n.pi/180))
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*n.array([U0[2,1]-U0[1,2],U0[0,2]-U0[2,0],U0[1,0]-U0[0,1]])
for j in range (0,nGrains2):
UL=U2[:,:,j]
thetaL = n.arccos(((UL[0,0]+UL[1,1]+UL[2,2])-1)/2)*180/n.pi
RL = 1/(2*sin(thetaL*n.pi/180))
*n.array([UL[2,1]-UL[1,2],UL[0,2]-UL[2,0],UL[1,0]-UL[0,1]])
param = n.dot(RL,R0)
if (param> 0.9985) and (thetaL-theta0<0.6): ## Criteria for matching
grains
matchj[cnt] = int(j)
delU[:,:,cnt] = n.dot( UL,n.transpose(U0))
matchi[cnt] = int(i)
print ’matching grains--->’,’grain from ref=’,i, ’grain from
loaded=’,int(matchj[cnt])
cnt = cnt+1
matchj= matchj[0:cnt]
matchi = matchi[0:cnt]
delU = delU[0:cnt]
We see that the grain matching algorithm works fine when we apply it to scan numbers
40 and 553 and compare the pole figures for the two load steps (see Table 4.1 and Figure
4.3, Figure 4.4).
Table 4.1: Matching grain numbers from scan 40 and scan 553
Grain no. in scan 40 Grain no. in scan 553
1 14
3 10
4 22
0 3
6 9
7 29
(2) The experimentally measured scattering vector information is found from .gve files. For
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Figure 4.3: Pole figure for scan number 40 with threshold 200, threshold intensity is chosen
to ignore all spots with intensity less than that value.
Figure 4.4: Pole figure for scan number 553 with threshold 200, threshold intensity is
chosen to ignore all spots with intensity less than that value.
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every matching grain the scattering vectors can be matched by maximizing the scalar
product of the unit scattering vectors (scattering vectors are expressed in the sample
coordinate system). However, we know that the same scattering vector can produce
diffraction spots in two different ω positions. Thus, we need to implement a condition
to match the ω position for the selected scattering vector. The condition applied in
the code is ω1 − ω2 < 3o, where ω1 and ω2 are the positions of the selected vector in
loadstep 1 and 2 respectively. Further, when we compare a fine scan with a coarse scan
it is required to impose an extra condition of ω being less than 0o (fine scan ranges
from −180o to 0o in ω). The use of the algorithm in code is shown below (In the code,
ni and nj are the number of scattering vectors for the selected grain in state 1 and
state 2 respectively).
cont = 0
for j in range (0,int(nj)):
idx2 = n.flatnonzero(C2[2,j,mj]==obj2.spot_id)
gve1[j,0] = obj2.xr[idx2]
gve1[j,1] = obj2.yr[idx2]
gve1[j,2] = obj2.zr[idx2]
toe[j,0] = radians( C2[12,j,mj] )
toe[j,1] = radians( C2[15,j,mj] )
toe[j,2] = radians( C2[18,j,mj] )
gve1magnitude = n.sqrt(gve1[j,0]**2+gve1[j,1]**2+gve1[j,2]**2)
for k in range (0, int(ni)):
idx1 = n.flatnonzero(C1[2,k,mi]==obj1.spot_id)
gve0[k,0] = obj1.xr[idx1]
gve0[k,1] = obj1.yr[idx1]
gve0[k,2] = obj1.zr[idx1]
toe0[k,0] = radians( C1[13,k,mi] )
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toe0[k,1] = ( C1[15,k,mi] )
toe0[k,2] = radians( C1[18,k,mi] )
gve0magnitude = n.sqrt(gve0[k,0]**2+gve0[k,1]**2+gve0[k,2]**2)
param2 = n.dot(gve1[j,:],gve0[k,:])/
(gve0magnitude*gve1magnitude)
if param2>0.998 : ## Criteria for matching gvectors
if toe0[k,1]<=0.0 and n.abs(toe0[k,1]-toe[j,1]*180/n.pi)<3:
gve_prev[cont,:]=n.dot(delU,gve0[k,:])
omega_prev[cont]=toe0[k,1]
eta_prev[cont]=toe0[k,2]*180/n.pi
twoth_prev[cont]=toe0[k,0]*180/n.pi
gve_later[cont,:]= gve1[j,:]
twoth_later[cont]=toe[j,0]*180/n.pi
omega_later[cont]=toe[j,1]*180/n.pi
eta_later[cont]=toe[j,2]*180/n.pi
cont = cont+1
(3) The elastic distortion F e for each grain can be divided into rigid rotation R and elastic
stretch tensor V (we use the left stretch tensor here) using the polar decomposition
theorem (Also mentioned in Equation (1.29)a).
F e = V R (4.3)
For our calculations, the rigid rotation for the lattice (R) is estimated as the change
of lattice orientation from state 1 to state 2 i.e. ∆U . However, the rigid rotation can
also be found using the scattering vectors from loaded state 1 and 2 (Let us denote
the scattering vectors from state 1 and state 2 as Gs0 and Gs1 respectively). The
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procedure is written below:
r =

r1
r2
r3
 = (Gs0 ×Gs1|Gs0||Gs1|
)
(4.4a)
ang = cos−1
( Gs0.Gs1
|Gs0||Gs1|
)
(4.4b)
rx =

0 −r3 r2
r3 0 −r1
r2 r1 0
 (4.4c)
R = I + rx sin(ang) + (1− cos(ang))r2x (4.4d)
Output does not change significantly when we use Equation (4.4) instead of using
∆U in our calculations. Hence, we do not use Equation (4.4) in the final code.
(4) The scattering vector transformation due to rigid rotation is accounted for by multiply-
ing ∆U with scattering vectors in the loaded state 1 (Gs0) (see Figure 4.2).
Gs rot = ∆UGs0 (4.5)
Equation (4.5) is used in the code given above.
(5) The left stretch tensor, V , is used to account for the effect of elastic strain () on the
scattering vectors. The elastic strain is determined using Equation (2.18) and then
using the following formulation the scattering vector is transformed:
Gs  = V
−1Gs rot (4.6a)
V −1 = (I + )−1 ≈ (I − ) (4.6b)
The derivation for Equation (4.6)a is described below.
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Note: The formulation leading to Equation (4.6)a is discussed here. From Equation
(1.29) and using the current notations for scattering vectors we obtain:
Gs  = (V R)
−TGs0
⇒ = V −TR−TGs0
⇒ = V −1RGs0
⇒ = V −1Gs rot (4.7)
We use the properties of rotation matrix and left stretch tensor as, V is symmetric
and R is proper orthogonal.
The use of the algorithm in code is given below. Here,  corresponds to the difference
between the elastic strains between loaded state 2 and loaded state 1.
gve_rot = gve_prev[0:cont,:]
Vinv[0,0,i] = 1.0 - (eps[0]-eps0[0])
Vinv[1,1,i] = 1.0 - (eps[1]-eps0[1])
Vinv[2,2,i] = 1.0 - (eps[2]-eps0[2])
Vinv[1,2,i] = -(eps[3]-eps0[3]) / 2.0
Vinv[2,1,i] = Vinv[1,2,i]
Vinv[0,2,i] = -(eps[4]- eps0[4])/ 2.0
Vinv[2,0,i] = Vinv[0,2,i]
Vinv[0,1,i] = -(eps[5]-eps0[5]) / 2.0
Vinv[1,0,i] = Vinv[0,1,i]
gve_eps = n.zeros( ( cont, 3 ) )
for j in range(0,cont):
gve_eps[j,:]= n.dot(Vinv[:,:,i],gve_rot[j,:])
(6) The ω angles are determined for scattering vectorsGs  andGs rot using the formulation
discussed in chapter 2. Let us name the respective ω angles as ω and ωrot. The use of
the algorithm in the code is given below:
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twoth_eps=2*n.arcsin(0.238*
(gve_eps[j,0]**2+gve_eps[j,1]**2+
gve_eps[j,2]**2)**(0.5)/2)
twoth_rot=2*n.arcsin(0.238*
(gve_rot[j,0]**2+gve_rot[j,1]**2+
gve_rot[j,2]**2)**(0.5)/2)
## Finding omega###
omega_eps=(find_omega_code(gve_eps[j,:],twoth_eps))*180/n.pi
omega_rot=(find_omega_code(gve_rot[j,:],twoth_rot))*180/n.pi
(7) The find omega code gives two values of ω for one scattering vector. The required ω
is chosen by comparing the two values of ω and ωrot with the unique value of ω2
(remember, ω2 is the measured ω position of the scattering vector at loaded state 2).
The use of the algorithm in the code is given below:
a=n.abs(omega_2[j]-omega_eps[0])
b=n.abs(omega_2[j]-omega_eps[1])
####
e=n.abs(omega_2[j]-omega_rot[0])
f=n.abs(omega_2[j]-omega_rot[1])
####
if a<b:
omega_found1[j]=omega_eps[0]
else:
omega_found1[j]=omega_eps[1]
if e<f:
omega_found2[j]=omega_rot[0]
else:
omega_found2[j]=omega_rot[1]
(8) The theoretical (modeled) value of the change of ω position of the diffraction spot due
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to elastic strain is calculated as (using the ω chosen as previously described):
∆ωmodel = ω − ωrot (4.8)
The experimental (measured) value of the change of ω position of the diffraction spot
due to elastic strain is calculated as (using the ω chosen as previously described:
∆ωmeas = ω2 − ωrot (4.9)
The use of the Equation (4.8) and (4.9) in the code is given below:
DOMEGA_model[j]=omega_found1[j]-omega_found2[j]
DOMEGA_meas[j]=omega_2[j]-omega_found2[j]
(9) There is a limitation of the code developed for this algorithm. It works only when the
number of grains for the reference scan (loaded state 1) is greater than or equal to the
number of grains for the loaded state 2.
4.3.2 Comparison of measured and ideal scattering vectors for a
single scan:
This approach is easier than the previous approach, however it generates reliable results.
The steps followed in this approach are listed below (See Figure 4.5 for a brief interpretation
of the steps):
(1) The orientations of the grains are read from the .log file (Let, U denote the orientation
matrix of a grain).
(2) All ideal scattering vectors (Gi) are defined for the hcp lattice in the cartesian grain
coordinate system (fixed with respect to reciprocal lattice). See the code below (In
the code, the N × 4 matrix hkls1 gives information about all ideal scattering vectors,
Gi. N is the number of ideal scattering vectors. The first 3 columns of hkls1 give the
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(hkl) indices of a vector and the 4th column gives its magnitude. Column matrix glen
separates out the magnitudes of the ideal scattering vectors):
cell1=n.array([obj1.a0, obj1.b0, obj1.c0, obj1.alpha0, obj1.beta0,
obj1.gamma0])
# hcp
hkls1 = tools.genhkl_all(cell1,0.,0.7,sgno=194,output_stl=True)
glen = 2.0*hkls1[:,3]
gvecnum = n.shape(glen)[0]
Figure 4.5: Schematic showing the second procedure for determination of change of ω —
“Comparison of measured and ideal scattering vectors for a single scan”. Scattering vector
Gi is in cartesian grain coordinate system and vectors Gs rot and Gs  are in the sample
coordinate system.
For the actual code of genhkl all please consult tools.py.
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(3) The experimentally measured scattering vector information is found from the .gve file.
(4) The ideal scattering vectors are rotated with the grain orientation to obtain the effect
of rigid rotation on the scattering vectors. Thus, in this case the Gs rot is obtained as
given below (see Figure 4.5):
Gs rot = UGi (4.10)
The use of Equation (4.10) in code is given below:
for i in range (0,nGrains1):
U=U1[:,:,i]
for j in range(0, gvecnum):
gverot[j,:]=glen[j]*n.dot(U
,n.array([hkls1[j,0],hkls1[j,1],hkls1[j,2]])
/n.sqrt(hkls1[j,0]**2+hkls1[j,1]**2+hkls1[j,2]**2))
(5) The ideal scattering vectors are matched with the experimental vectors for a particular
grain by matching each of the (hkl) indices separately. The code is given below (In
the code, the matrix C1 contains the measured scattering vector information for a
particular grain in a particular scan):
for j in range (0,int(ni)):
for k in range(0,gvecnum):
if C1[3,j,i]==hkls1[k,0] and C1[4,j,i]==hkls1[k,1] and
C1[5,j,i]==hkls1[k,2]:
grot[j,:]=gverot[k,:]
(6) The elastic strain is calculated taking the ideal scattering vectors as reference or zero
load state. Then V −1 is estimated from the calculated strain. See the code below:
m = n.int(ni)
B = n.zeros(n.int(ni))
A = n.zeros( (m,8) )
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for j in range(0,int(ni)):
gs = n.linalg.norm(gve1[j,:])-g_ideal1
midx = n.argmin(abs(gs))
B[j] = -gs[midx]/g_ideal1[midx]
lmn = gve1[j,:]/n.linalg.norm(gve1[j,:])
dx_term = -( cos(toe[j,1]) +
(sin(toe[j,1])*sin(toe[j,2]))/2/tan(toe[j,0]/2) ) / 906846.2
dy_term = -(-sin(toe[j,1]) +
(cos(toe[j,1])*sin(toe[j,2]))/2/tan(toe[j,0]/2) ) / 906846.2
A[j,:] = [lmn[0]**2, lmn[1]**2, lmn[2]**2, lmn[1]*lmn[2],
lmn[0]*lmn[2], lmn[0]*lmn[1] , -dx_term, -dy_term]
[eps,resid,rank,s] = Sci.linalg.lstsq(A,B)
strOut = ’ strain_ij: {0:12.6f} {1:12.6f} {2:12.6f} {3:12.6f} {4:12.6f}
{5:12.6f}’.format(
eps[0], eps[1], eps[2], eps[3], eps[4], eps[5] )
print strOut
dx[i]=eps[6]/1000
dy[i]=eps[7]/1000
Vinv[0,0,i] = 1.0 - (eps[0])
Vinv[1,1,i] = 1.0 - (eps[1])
Vinv[2,2,i] = 1.0 - (eps[2])
Vinv[1,2,i] = -(eps[3]) / 2.0
Vinv[2,1,i] = Vinv[1,2,i]
Vinv[0,2,i] = -(eps[4])/ 2.0
Vinv[2,0,i] = Vinv[0,2,i]
Vinv[0,1,i] = -(eps[5]) / 2.0
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Vinv[1,0,i] = Vinv[0,1,i]
(7) The rotated scattering vector Gs rot is operated with V
−1 to get the scattering vector
Gs  (as described before).
(8) ωrot and ω are found for Gs rot and Gs  in a similar way as described in the previous
procedure.
(9) The change of ω angle is calculated as:
∆ωmodel = ω − ωrot (4.11a)
∆ωmeas = ωexpt − ωrot (4.11b)
where ωexpt is the experimentally measured ω position for the scattering vectors. The
code is given below:
DOMEGA_MEAS=omega_expt-omega_rot
DOMEGA_MODEL=omega_eps-omega_rot
(10) In general, it is found that the ∆ωmeas calculated from the procedure 2 is very large in
value. Hence, for plotting purposes we use ∆ωlog which is the difference between the
actual and the predicted ω positions of a scattering vector as obtained from the .log
file.
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CHAPTER 5
RESULTS
5.1 Comparing coarse and fine scans for ω shifts
To determine the total shift of ω position of a diffraction spot due to strain and rotation,
the line profile of intensity with ω is plotted for zero load scan and loaded scan together
(the method used in making the intensity line plot is described in chapter 4. An important
Figure 5.1: Evolution of diffraction spot with ω for scan number 43 (coarse)
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.2: Evolution of diffraction spot with ω for scan number (a) 552 (coarse) and (b)
568 (fine)
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Figure 5.3: Line profile of intensity of diffraction spot against ω.
point to note is that the integration scheme mentioned in chapter 4 actually adds up the
intensities for all selected pixels). The zero load scan is a coarse scan (scan number 43).
For loaded state, both coarse and fine scans are present (coarse scan number is 552, fine
scan number is 568). The diffraction spot chosen has the following positions- 2θ = 5.35o
and η = 49o (our criteria for selecting the spot is that the spot has to be near η = 45o).
The evolution of the diffraction spot with change of ω is evident from Figure 5.1 and Figure
5.2. In Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2, the white dotted region represents the area for intensity
integration. Comparing Figure 5.2(a) and Figure 5.2(b) we can conclude that the fine scan
can interpret the change of intensity with ω more precisely than coarse scan. Figure 5.3
shows the intensity line profile for the three scans. From Figure 5.3 it is evident that the
ω position of the spot shifts due to elastic distortion. Coarse scan (scan 552) and fine scan
(scan 568) correspond to the same load step. However, the line plots for scan 552 and scan
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568 do not overlap and the intensity of the spot, as detected in the fine scan 568, is much
higher (Figure 5.3). This may occur due to the time gap between the coarse and the fine
scan and change of other control parameters between the two scans. The far-field fine scan
macro (.mac file) is given in Appendix B.1 for further justification.
Another important point is that the selected diffraction spot originated from a grain
with low strain. A better study would be to make similar plots for a grain with high
strain. [we did the same analysis for a grain with high strain, however the results are not
adequately processed to be presented here.]
5.2 Strain plots
Figure 5.4: The strain vs. nominal stress plot for some grains. The grain numbers
correspond to the same numbers on the grain map given in Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6
The grain-level strain is determined for every grain using Equation (2.18). A representative
plot is given in Figure 5.4 for grain level axial strain (zz) against the nominal axial stress.
Each grain is subjected to a multiaxial stress state. Hence, the axial strain vs. nominal
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stress curve for each grain shows a nonlinear trend (Figure 5.4). The grain-level axial and
hydrostatic strains are plotted over the grain map produced by the near-field technique
(Figure 5.5, 5.6). The strain gradients present in the plots (Figure 5.5, 5.6) demonstrate
the bending state of the sample. The bending trend in the strain scatter plots (Figure 5.5,
Figure 5.5: Axial strain on the grain map. The position of the dots represent the center of
mass and color represents strain. The strain plot is generated for the highest loaded state
(scan number 499, nominal stress = 190 MPa)
5.6) agrees with the applied load. Far-field data analysis generates lesser number of grains
than near-field. Hence, the strain plot on the grain map does not account for all the grains
(Figure 5.5, 5.6).
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Figure 5.6: Hydrostatic strain on the grain map. The position of the dots represent the
center of mass and color represents strain. The strain plot is generated for the highest
loaded state (scan number 499, nominal stress = 190 MPa)
The center of mass (COM) positions of the grains get shifted due to bending at the
loaded state (scan 499). To bring the COM positions on top of the grain map an artificial
translation is introduced to the actual COM positions. A 150o clockwise rotation is also
needed to match far-field COM positions with near-field ones.
5.3 Trends for change of ω
Several attempts are taken to make a reasonable correlation between lattice strain and ω
position of the scattering vectors. These are discussed below.
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Figure 5.7: The axial lattice strain (zz ) for scan 553 with threshold 200
Using the first procedure to determine the change of ω (described in chapter 4), plots of
∆ωmodel and ∆ωmeas against ωactual are generated. Fourth order polynomial curves are
fitted to the scatter plots of ∆ωmodel and ∆ωmeas against ωactual after removing some outlier
points (Figure 5.9, Figure 5.10, Figure 5.11, Figure 5.12). For the zero load state (loaded
state 1), the coarse scans 40-43 (Let us denote them together by the first scan number i.e.
scan number 40) are selected. For the loaded state 2, the fine scans 553-570 (Let us denote
them together by the first scan number i.e. scan number 553) are selected. Please see Table
3.2 and Table 3.3 for exact values of the loads for selected scan numbers. ωactual-s are the
experimentally measured ω angles for the scattering vectors in scan 553. Figure 5.7 exhibits
the strain distribution for 36 grains indexed with a threshold of 200 for scan number 553.
For the loaded scan 553 , the center of mass (COM) positions of the sample are shifted from
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Figure 5.8: Shift of center of mass of grains due to bending. Blue and red dots represent
the COM positions for scan 553 and near-field unloaded scan respectively.
the intial positions due to bending (see Figure 5.8).
The plots of ∆ωmodel with ωactual depict the trough of a sinusoid for high negative
strain grains. Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10 are important examples for this type of curve for
two grains (grains of number 13 and 20 respectively) with high negative strain (also see
Figure 5.7). The plots of ∆ωmodel with ωactual depict the crest of a sinusoid for high positive
strain grains. Figure 5.11 and Figure 5.12 are important examples for this type of curve
for two grains (grains of number 3 and 26 respectively) with high positive strain (also see
Figure 5.7). Values of ∆ωmeas appear to be much higher than the values of ∆ωmodel. The
plots of ∆ωmeas with ωsctual display similar trend as the plots of ∆ωmodel with ωsctual (Figure
5.9, 5.10, 5.11, 5.12).
Using the second procedure to determine the change of ω (described in chapter 4), plots
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Figure 5.9: Change of ω trends for negative strain grain 13 (from scan 553)
Figure 5.10: Change of ω trends for negative strain grain 20 (from scan 553)
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Figure 5.11: Change of ω trends for positive strain grain 3 (from scan 553)
Figure 5.12: Change of ω trends for positive strain grain 26 (from scan 553)
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Figure 5.13: Change of ω trends for negative strain grain 7 (from scan 553)
Figure 5.14: Change of ω trends for negative strain grain 13 (from scan 553)
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Figure 5.15: Change of ω trends for positive strain grain 22 (from scan 553)
Figure 5.16: Change of ω trends for positive strain grain 26 (from scan 553)
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of ∆ωmodel and ∆ωlog against ωactual are generated. Fourth order polynomial curves are
fitted to the scatter plots of ∆ωmodel and ∆ωlog against ωactual after removing some outlier
points (Figure 5.13, Figure 5.14, Figure 5.15, Figure 5.16). ∆ωlog is used to make the plots
instead of ∆ωmeas, as the values of ∆ωmeas appear to be very high for some instances. For
this analysis one single set of scans is needed to be selected. Thus, the fine scans 553-570
(Let us denote them together by the first scan number i.e. scan number 553) are picked.
Here, ωactual-s are the experimentally measured ω angles for the scattering vectors in scan
553. Similar to the previous case, the plots of ∆ωmodel with ωactual depict the trough of a
sinusoid for grains with high negative strain. Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.14 are important
examples for this type of curve for two grains (grains of number 7 and 13 respectively)
with high negative strain (also see Figure 5.7). The plots of ∆ωmodel with ωactual depict
the crest of a sinusoid for grains with high positive strain. Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.16
are important examples for this type of curve for two grains (grains of number 22 and 26
respectively) with high positive strain (also see Figure 5.7). Like the earlier analysis, the
values of ∆ωlog appear to be higher than the values of ∆ωmodel. However, the plots of
∆ωlog with ωactual follow the same trend as ∆ωmodel with ωactual (Figure 5.13, 5.14, 5.15, 5.16).
Another interesting point to note here is that, for the same grain, the ∆ωmodel val-
ues obtained by the two different procedures match approximately (compare (a) Figure 5.9
and Figure 5.14, (b) Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.16 for values of ∆ωmodel).
All the trend plots are limited to ωactual values of −180o to 0o because the fine scan
is limited to that range.
5.4 Checking correlation between the trend plots and basal pole
figure
We wanted to check if there is any coorelation between the φ position of the basal pole of a
grain (consult Figure 5.17 for the φ position) and the peak position of the crest or trough
in the trend plots. Only for grain number 7, (Figure 5.13) we see that the lowest position of
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Figure 5.17: Basal pole figure for scan 55 with threshold 200, the φ angles are marked in
the legend
the trough appears near to the φ value for grain 7 i.e. near −99o. For the other grains, this
correlation does not hold good. Here, the pole figure is generated following the Euler angle
convention of Kocks [44] (see Appendix A.3 for details of the convention).
5.5 Checking η dependence of trend plots
In order to find the dependence of “change of ω” on the values of η angles, 3D plots showing
variation of ∆ωmodel simultaneously with ω and η are generated (Figure 5.18 and Figure 5.19).
Figure 5.18 and Figure 5.19 are created for grain number 13 (negative strain grain)
and 26 (positive strain grain) respectively. The surface plots are generated using the point
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Figure 5.18: Checking η dependence for negative strain grain 13 (scan 553)
Figure 5.19: Checking η dependence for positive strain grain 26 (scan 553)
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data from the previous analysis. These figures indicate that, the dependence of “change of
ω” on η angle is not very significant.
Imprtant observation: The COM positions for the grains determined by Equation
(2.18) and from the positionfit algorithm of GrainSpotter show significant correspondence
with each other (Figure 5.20). Figure 5.20 is genereated for fine scan numbers 362-379
with threshold 200.
Figure 5.20: Comparing grain center of mass positions determined by Equation (2.18)
(blue dots) and positionfit algorithm (red dots). Artificial translation and 150o clockwise
rotations are not present here.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
6.1 Discussions and conclusions
The current work is performed with a view to develop a correlation between the lattice
strain and change of ω position of a selected diffraction spot of a particular grain. The
results obtained do not straightforwardly yield a definite correlation. However, they can
successfully indicate the presence of a relationship.
The lattice strain and grain center of mass position determination algorithm devel-
oped in Equation 2.18 proves to be more accurate than the original formula developed by
Marguiles et al. [19] (Equation (1.19))(Figure 2.3). The deformed lattice parameters can
be determined from the lattice strain. This follows from the formulations developed in
reference [14] (Equation (2.22)) with introduction of a modified A matrix (Equation (1.9))
(the method is described in chapter 2). The ω determination algorithm is successfully
re-derived in chapter 2 (Equation (2.30)).
The line profile for intensity with ω, when plotted together for unloaded and loaded
states, display the shift of ω due to elastic distortion (rotation + stretch) (Figure 5.3).
The evolution of diffraction spot with ω is better predicted by the fine scan (Figure 5.2).
The strain scatter plots on the grain map can clearly depict the bending state of the
sample (Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6). The trends of modeled “change of ω” with “actual ω”
display a sinusoidal feature. The trough of a sinusoid is detected for grains with negative
strain (Figure 5.9, 5.10, 5.13 and 5.14). The crest of a sinusoid is detected for grains
with positive strain (Figure 5.11, 5.12, 5.15 and 5.16). The trend plots for “change of ω”,
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usually do not show a correlation with φ angles in the basal pole figure. The modeled
“change of ω” does not show any significant correspondence with η angle (Figure 5.18, 5.19).
Figure 5.13, Figure 5.14, Figure 5.15 and Figure 5.16 demark the one-to-one rela-
tionship between ∆ωmodel and ∆ωlog. ∆ωmodel is derived from the lattice strain. Thus, in
turn it can be concluded that there is a definite correspondence between the lattice strain,
lattice orientation and experimental “change of ω”.
6.2 Possibilities of future progress
The current project and its results open up ample opportunities of future work. An important
addition to the current work would be applyting the new strain determination formula
(Equation (2.18)) to various other cases to verify its accuracy. The effect of beam wedge
angle on ω positions (as described in chapter 2) is not considered in the current case, while
that can be included in future. The data reduction algorithms mentioned in chapter 4 are
in the initial stages of development because they do not generate very definite outputs.
However, it is possible to bring about extensive modifications in the algorithms. Also, a new
approach can be devised to solve the problem. A higher threshold intensity and more number
of scattering vectors may be employed to the existing algorithms to observe the change in
the output. The results obtained show that, the values of ∆ωmodel are reasonable for the
existing case, while the values of ∆ωmeas or ∆ωlog are very high. This might be an immediate
outcome of the ignorance of some important parameters. More thorough literature survey
can possibly give the idea of the missing parameters. Since, the fine scans are more useful
for the precise measurement of ω, hence a set of new experiments can be performed with all
fine scans. Working with a higher value of maximum elastic strain may help in finding the
solution.
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APPENDIX A
SOME USEFUL THEORIES
A.1 X-ray diffraction (XRD) in materials science:
A.1.1 Bragg’s Law and other historical perspective:
X-ray diffraction by crystals was discovered by Max Von Laue in the year 1912 [45, 46].
Lawrence Bragg stated the law to describe this phenomenon and it is now termed as Bragg’s
law [45, 46] Equation(A.1).
nλ = 2dsinθ (A.1)
where d is the distance between the adjacent parallel planes of a crystal and λ and θ are
the wavelength and incidence angle of the incoming x-ray. The parameters are described in
Figure A.1.
X-ray diffraction technique is based on “elastic” scattering of x rays from a material [15].
“Elastic” scattering keeps the wavelength and hence the energy of the x-ray conserved.
X-ray is diffracted by a every sheet of atom of a crystal. Due to wave nature of x-ray,
reflections from parallel sheets may combine constructively or destructively. If the path
difference between the reflected waves produced by two successive sheets is an integral mul-
tiple of the wavelength of incident x-ray then it would produce a constructive interference
[46]. So the intensity of the diffracted x-ray depends on the incidence angle, wavelength of
x-ray and atomic structure of the matter, especially long range crystalline structures.
The oldest x-ray diffraction (XRD) method is Laue method for atomic structure de-
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Figure A.1: Bragg’s law representation [46]
termination in single crystals [47]. XRD method has been further modified in several
different ways. The modern x-ray diffraction is capable of texture measurements, strain and
residual stress determination, phase and grain size identification, thin film analysis [15].
A.1.2 Concept of reciprocal lattice and Ewald sphere [15, 47]
The reciprocal lattice and the Ewald sphere concepts are useful ways of describing x-ray
diffraction in reciprocal space. Reciprocal lattice is representation of the crystal lattice in
the reciprocal space. We can describe the crystal lattice in terms of three vectors a, b and c
called crystal axes in real space (Figure A.2). The corresponding unit cell in reciprocal space
is described by reciprocal lattice vectors given as a∗, b∗ and c∗ (Figure A.2). These vectors
are related to real space vectors as given below (the following equations are also mentioned
in chapter 1),
a∗ =
1
V
(b× c) (A.2a)
b∗ =
1
V
(c× a) (A.2b)
c∗ =
1
V
(a× b) (A.2c)
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Figure A.2: Reciprocal space and real space representation [15]
where V is the volume of the unit cell in real space
V = a · b× c (A.3)
The reciprocal lattice vector and real space vector also have the following relationships,
a · a∗ = b · b∗ = c · c∗ = 1 (A.4)
and
b · a∗ = c · a∗ = a · b∗ = c · b∗ = a · c∗ = b · c∗ = 0 (A.5)
Any point in the reciprocal lattice space (hkl) represents a group of parallel crystallographic
planes {hkl} in real space. The vector joining the origin to the point (hkl) ,Hhkl in reciporcal
space is normal to the {hkl} plane in real space. It’s magntitude is inverse of the distance
between adjacent planes (dhkl) in real spce.
Hhkl = ha
∗ + kb∗ + lc∗ (A.6)
|Hhkl| = 1
dhkl
(A.7)
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The Ewald sphere has radius 1
λ
. It contains both the incident x-ray and every possible
position of diffracted x-ray spot i.e. spots for (hkl) planes satisfying the Bragg law (Figure
A.3. This figure is also given in chapter 1, here it is repeated for better illustration of the
concept.). From Ewalds sphere it is easy to express Bragg law in vector form,
s− s0
λ
= Hhkl (A.8)
Figure A.3: Ewald sphere representation, adapted from [15]
Crystallographic planes with same Hhkl lie on the same sphere. The maximum magnitude
of Hhkl satisfying Bragg law is
2
λ
. This sets the limiting sphere of reflection. For a specific
orientation of the sample, the reflections from specific crystallographic planes satisfy the
Bragg law and hence lie on the Ewald sphere. The reflections from other crystallographic
planes do not lie on the Ewald sphere at the same instance. In Figure A.3 spots A and B
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(marked with yellow) do not coincide with the Ewald sphere. However, they can be brought
on the Ewald sphere through suitable rotation (rotation in ω) of the sample.
A.1.3 Debye-Scherrer cone:
In XRD the diffracted x-ray can take any possible positions making an angle 2θ with the
direction of incident x-ray. All these possible positions for a certain hkl lie on a circle
on the Ewald sphere [15]. This circle is called the Debye-Scherrer ring [15]. This circle
subtends a cone with the diffraction point. This cone is called the Debye-Scherrer cone or
the diffraction cone [15] (Figure A.4).
In XRD, we can have both forward and backward diffraction cones or Debye-Scherrer cones.
Figure A.4: Representation of Debye-Scherrer cone
A.2 Types of x-ray diffraction
XRD can be divided depending on the energy range of the incident x-ray and detectors used
(Table A.1 and Table A.2). The advantage of using an area detector over a point or line
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Table A.1: Types of XRD based on energy of incident x-ray
Type Energy of x-ray Wavelength Done at
Conventional XRD 8 keV Cu K-α 0.154 nm Experimental facilities
High energy XRD 50-100keV 0.0124-0.0248 nm Synchrotron source
Table A.2: Types of XRD based on detector used
Detector XRD name Used with
Point Detector One-dimensional XRD Conventional XRD
Line Detector One-dimensional XRD Conventional XRD
Area Detector Two-dimensional XRD High energy XRD
detector is that more amount of data can be collected at much faster rate [15].
A.3 Defining orientation by Euler angles
Euler angles are the most useful way of defining the orientation (in this case lattice orientation
with respect to sample coordinate system) [48, 49]. There are different conventions for
defining Euler angles [48]. We will discuss the most frequently used Bunge convention here.
A.3.1 Bunge’s definition of Euler angles
Bunge defined the Euler angles (φ1,Φ, φ2) as a sequence of rotations required match the
sample coordinate system (unit vectors along (xs, ys, zs). Let us name the unit vectors as
(es1, es2, es3)) with the cartesian grain coordinate system (unit vectors along (xc, yc, zc).
Let us name the unit vectors as (ec1, ec2, ec3)) [49, 50]. The three consecutive rotations are
given as [12, 49, 50]-
(1) φ1 about es3 which moves the coordinate system to (e
′
s1, e
′
s2, e
′
s3), where e
′
s3 = es3
(Figure A.5).
(2) Φ about e′s1 which moves the coordinate system to (e
′′
s1, e
′′
s2, e
′′
s3), where e
′′
s1 = e
′
s1
(Figure A.5).
(3) φ2 about e
′′
s3 which moves the coordinate system to (ec1, ec2, ec3) where ec3 = e
′′
s3
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(Figure A.5).
For cubic crystals (ec1, ec2, ec3) becomes the same as ([100],[010],[001]).
GrainSpotter uses the Bunge definition of Euler angles.
Figure A.5: Euler angle description according to Bunge
Figure A.6: Original Euler angle description by Bunge [49, 50]
A.3.2 Other releveant Euler angle conventions
Unlike Bunge [49, 50], Roe [51], Matthies [52] and Kocks [44, 53] introduced the Euler angle
concept from a different approach. For the Euler angles introduced by Roe [51] (Ψ,Θ,Φ)
the second rotation is carried out about e′s2 axis instead of e
′
s1, other rotations are the
same as Bunge [52]. The Euler engle concept of Matthies is the same as Roe [52]. The
symmetric Euler angles introduced by Kocks [44, 53] (Ψ,Θ, φ) follow the same convention as
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Roe, however the φ angle is defined as pi−ΦRoe [52]. Kock’s convention is used in the current
work for generating pole figures. The conversion of Euler angles from Bunge definition to
Roe (Matthies) and Kocks definition are given in Table A.3. The use of the conversion
Table A.3: Comparing the Euler angles from different conventions [52]
Bunge [49, 50] Roe (Matthies) [44, 52] Kocks [44, 53]
φ1 Ψ + pi/2 Ψ + pi/2
Φ Θ Θ
φ2 Φ− pi/2 pi/2− Φ
formulation from Bunge to Kocks convention is shown below (it is a part of the pole figure
generation code):
# Convert Bunge to Kocks convention
psi = euler[0,i] - 90
theta = euler[1,i]
phi = 90 - euler[2,i]
kocks_angles = ([psi,theta,phi])
For different covention of Euler angles the range of the angles are defined differently (for
the most general case of crystal without any symmetry i.e. for triclinic crystal). This is
described in Table A.4.
Table A.4: Euler angles ranges from different conventions [44, 48, 52]
Bunge [49, 50] Roe (Matthies) [44, 52] Kocks [44, 53]
0 ≤ φ1 ≤ 2pi 0 ≤ Ψ ≤ 2pi 0 ≤ Ψ ≤ 2pi
0 ≤ Φ ≤ pi −pi/2 ≤ Θ ≤ pi/2 −pi/2 ≤ Θ ≤ pi/2
0 ≤ φ2 ≤ 2pi 0 ≤ Φ ≤ 2pi 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2pi
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APPENDIX B
USEFUL CODES
B.1 Macro for fine far-field scan
def FineFFScan ’{
## do ff scan
umv DetZ 5
umv BBYE -4.950
Atten 1 0 0 0
mv foil 0
umv FFblock 165
##switch to ge
FS_GE2SE_control
Suter_Jul13_hydra1
set_hydra_AutoStoreYes
FS_GE2SE_control
Suter_Jul13_hydra1
set_hydra_AutoStoreYes
fastsweep aero -180 -90 180 0.3
fastsweep aero -90 0 180 0.3
fastsweep aero 0 90 180 0.3
fastsweep aero 90 180 180 0.3
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local iii7;
Atten 1 0 0 0
mv foil 135
umv FFblock 165
for( iii7=0; iii7 < 180; iii7=iii7+10 ){
fastsweep aero iii7 (iii7+10) 200 0.30
}
}’
B.2 FABLE analysis main file for fine scan (fableTi7fine.sh)
#!/bin/bash
NSCAN1=$1
NSCAN2=$2
NSCAN3=$3
NSCAN4=$4
NSCAN5=$5
NSCAN6=$6
NSCAN7=$7
NSCAN8=$8
NSCAN9=$9
NSCAN10=${10}
NSCAN11=${11}
NSCAN12=${12}
NSCAN13=${13}
NSCAN14=${14}
NSCAN15=${15}
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NSCAN16=${16}
NSCAN17=${17}
NSCAN18=${18}
NTHRESH=${19}
# Scan 18: 170 to 180 (Aero) ==> -170 to -180 (Fable)
./peaksGE2Ti7fine.sh ${NSCAN18} ${NTHRESH} -170.025 -0.05
# Scan 17: 160 to 170 (Aero) => -160 to -170 (Fable)
./peaksGE2Ti7fine.sh ${NSCAN17} ${NTHRESH} -160.025 -0.05
# Scan 16: 150 to 160 (Aero) ==> -150 to -160 (Fable)
./peaksGE2Ti7fine.sh ${NSCAN16} ${NTHRESH} -150.025 -0.05
# Scan 15: 140 to 150 (Aero) ==> -140 to -150 (Fable)
./peaksGE2Ti7fine.sh ${NSCAN15} ${NTHRESH} -140.025 -0.05
# Scan 14: 130 to 140 (Aero) ==> -130 to -140 (Fable)
./peaksGE2Ti7fine.sh ${NSCAN14} ${NTHRESH} -130.025 -0.05
# Scan 13: 120 to 130 (Aero) => -120 to -130 (Fable)
./peaksGE2Ti7fine.sh ${NSCAN13} ${NTHRESH} -120.025 -0.05
# Scan 12: 110 to 120 (Aero) ==> -110 to -120 (Fable)
./peaksGE2Ti7fine.sh ${NSCAN12} ${NTHRESH} -110.025 -0.05
# Scan 11: 100 to 110 (Aero) ==> -100 to -110 (Fable)
./peaksGE2Ti7fine.sh ${NSCAN11} ${NTHRESH} -100.025 -0.05
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# Scan 10: 90 to 100 (Aero) ==> -90 to -100 (Fable)
./peaksGE2Ti7fine.sh ${NSCAN10} ${NTHRESH} -90.025 -0.05
# Scan 9: 80 to 90 (Aero) => -80 to -90 (Fable)
./peaksGE2Ti7fine.sh ${NSCAN9} ${NTHRESH} -80.025 -0.05
# Scan 8: 70 to 80 (Aero) ==> -70 to -80 (Fable)
./peaksGE2Ti7fine.sh ${NSCAN8} ${NTHRESH} -70.025 -0.05
# Scan 7: 60 to 70 (Aero) ==> -60 to -70 (Fable)
./peaksGE2Ti7fine.sh ${NSCAN7} ${NTHRESH} -60.025 -0.05
# Scan 6: 50 to 60 (Aero) ==> -50 to -60 (Fable)
./peaksGE2Ti7fine.sh ${NSCAN6} ${NTHRESH} -50.025 -0.05
# Scan 5: 40 to 50 (Aero) => -40 to -50 (Fable)
./peaksGE2Ti7fine.sh ${NSCAN5} ${NTHRESH} -40.025 -0.05
# Scan 4: 30 to 40 (Aero) ==> -30 to -40 (Fable)
./peaksGE2Ti7fine.sh ${NSCAN4} ${NTHRESH} -30.025 -0.05
# Scan 3: 20 to 30 (Aero) ==> -20 to -30 (Fable)
./peaksGE2Ti7fine.sh ${NSCAN3} ${NTHRESH} -20.025 -0.05
# Scan 2: 10 to 20 (Aero) ==> -10 to -20 (Fable)
./peaksGE2Ti7fine.sh ${NSCAN2} ${NTHRESH} -10.025 -0.05
# Scan 1: 0 to 10 (Aero) => 0 to -10 (Fable)
./peaksGE2Ti7fine.sh ${NSCAN1} ${NTHRESH} -0.025 -0.05
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./concatFastScansTi7fine.py -a ${NSCAN18} -b ${NSCAN17} -c ${NSCAN16} -d
${NSCAN15} -e ${NSCAN14} -f ${NSCAN13} -g ${NSCAN12} -h ${NSCAN11} -i
${NSCAN10} -j ${NSCAN9} -k ${NSCAN8} -l ${NSCAN7} -m ${NSCAN6} -x ${NSCAN5}
-q ${NSCAN4} -r ${NSCAN3} -y ${NSCAN2} -u ${NSCAN1} -t ${NTHRESH} >
peaks_scan_concat_${NSCAN1}_t${NTHRESH}.flt
./grainSpotterTi7.sh ${NSCAN1} ${NTHRESH}
B.3 GrainSpotter initialization file for fine scan (Ti7NNNN.ini)
spacegroup 194
tthrange 5.0 6.5
tthrange 7.5 8.1
tthrange 9.2 9.4
tthrange 10 12.0
etarange 0 360
domega 0.05
omegarange -180 0
filespecs
/home/kamalika/proj/HEDM/Suter/July13/FableWork/peaks_scan_concat_553_t200.gve
/home/kamalika/proj/HEDM/Suter/July13/FableWork/peaks_scan_concat_553_t200.log
cuts 12 0.8 0.8
eulerstep 5.0
uncertainties 0.15 0.3 0.05
nsigmas 1.5
minfracg 0.6
Nhkls_in_indexing 6
random 10000000
!positionfit
100
genhkl
B.4 Intensity vs. ω plot code for a coarse scan
function [o,I,iir,iic] =omegaprof_coarsescanl_spot(fileno,framenum,etastp)
filename = ’/media/My Passport/Suter_Jul12/GE2/Ti7Test_00017’;
fp = fopen(filename,’r’,’n’);
offset = 8192;
fseek(fp,offset,’bof’);
bg1 = fread(fp,[2048 2048],’uint16’);
bg1 = rot90(bg1);
fclose(fp);
froot = ’/media/My Passport/Suter_Jul12/GE2/Ti7_PreHRM_PreLoad__’;
omega_startnew=-90.25;
cenR=1023;
cenC=1032;
cc = repmat([1:2048],2048,1);
rr = repmat([1:2048]’,1,2048);
radius=zeros(2048,2048);
ee=zeros(2048,2048);
en=zeros(2048,2048);
%%Detector distance %%
L= 906846.260753; %% in micron
twoth= 5.35;
r= rfromth(L,twoth);
for i=1:2048;
for j=1:2048;
radius(i,j) = sqrt((cc(i,j)-cenC)^2 + (rr(i,j)-cenR)^2);
ee(i,j) = atan2(-cc(i,j)+cenC, rr(i,j)-cenR)*180/pi+180;
if ee(i,j)>90;
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en(i,j)=ee(i,j)-360;
else
en(i,j)=ee(i,j);
end
end
end
ii= radius>r-5 & radius<r+5;
s=int2str(fileno);
unload1=’000’;
unload2=’00’;
if fileno==40 || fileno== 41 || fileno==42 || fileno== 43 ;
name=strcat(unload1,s);
else
name=strcat(unload2,s);
end
filename = [froot name];
fp = fopen(filename,’r’,’n’);
count=1;
clims=[0 200];
for i = framenum;
display([’doing calculation for frame number==>’ num2str(i) ’|| eta===>’
num2str(etastp) ’|| r===>’ num2str(r)]);
offset = 8192 + (i-1)*2048*2048*2;
fseek(fp,offset,’bof’);
imgcurrent = fread(fp,[2048 2048],’uint16’) ;
imgcurrent = rot90(imgcurrent);
imgcurrent= imgcurrent- bg1;
omega(count)=omega_startnew-(i-1)*0.5;
display([’Current Omega===>’ num2str(omega(count))]);
display([’...’])
count1=1;
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imprev=0;
for u=1:2048;
for v=1:2048;
if ii(u,v)==1 && (ee(u,v)>=etastp-1 && ee(u,v)<=etastp+1);
iir(count1)=u;
iic(count1)=v;
I((count))=imprev+imgcurrent(u,v);
o((count))=omega(count);
imprev=I((count));
count1=count1+1;
end
end
end
count=count+1;
end
end
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